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ABSTRACT 

 

In a series of studies using semantic relatedness judgment response times, Jiang 

(2000, 2002, 2004a) has claimed that L2 lexical entries fossilize with their equivalent L1 

content or something very close to it. In another study using a more productive test of 

lexical knowledge (Jiang 2004b), however, the evidence for this conclusion was less 

clear. The present study is a partial replication of Jiang (2004b) with Japanese learners of 

English. The aims of the study are to investigate the influence of the first language (L1) 

on second language (L2) lexical knowledge, to investigate whether lexical knowledge 

displays frequency-related, emergent properties, and to investigate the influence of the L1 

on the acquisition of L2 word pairs that have a common L1 equivalent. 

Data from a sentence completion task was completed by 244 participants, who 

were shown sentence contexts in which they chose between L2 word pairs sharing a 

common equivalent in the students’ first language, Japanese. The data were analyzed 

using the statistical analyses available in the programming environment R to quantify the 

participants’ ability to discriminate between synonymous and non-synonymous use of 

these L2 word pairs. 

The results showed a strong bias against synonymy for all word pairs; the 

participants tended to make a distinction between the two synonymous items by assigning 

each word a distinct meaning. With the non-synonymous items, lemma frequency was 

closely related to the participants’ success in choosing the correct word in the word pair. 

In addition, lemma frequency and the degree of similarity between the words in the word 

pair were closely related to the participants’ overall knowledge of the non-synonymous 

meanings of the vocabulary items. 
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The results suggest that the participants had a stronger preference for non-

synonymous options than for the synonymous option. This suggests that the learners 

might have adopted a one-word, one-meaning learning strategy (Willis, 1998). The 

reasonably strong relationship between several of the usage-based statistics and the item 

measures from R suggest that with exposure learners are better able to use words in ways 

that are similar to native speakers of English, to differentiate between appropriate and 

inappropriate contexts and to recognize the boundary separating semantic overlap and 

semantic uniqueness. Lexical similarity appears to play a secondary role, in combination 

with frequency, in learners’ ability to differentiate between appropriate and inappropriate 

contexts when using L2 word pairs that have a single translation in the L1. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Background of the Issue 

Much current research into the second language lexicon points out the separation 

of lexical and semantic development in learners. Lexical development involves the 

superficial features of a vocabulary item, such as recognizing the word when hearing or 

seeing it and being able to pronounce, spell, and write the word as well as knowing the 

basic meaning of the word. In contrast, semantic development refers to knowing more 

about the vocabulary item, such as understanding the range of meanings associated with 

the word as well as knowing associations and collocations for the word. Most researchers 

agree that foreign language learners’ semantic development is usually slower than their 

lexical development. Because of this relatively slow development of semantic 

knowledge, second language (L2) learners frequently rely on their pre-existing first 

language (L1) semantic systems when dealing with L2 vocabulary by transferring 

between L1 and L2 semantic knowledge. 

Sonaiya’s (1991) Continuous Lexical Disambiguation Model provided an 

explanation of the acquisition of semantic competence in foreign language learners by 

explaining that learners are constantly refining meanings and readjusting boundaries 

between lexical items already acquired in an L2, and new items encountered that are 

semantically related to the ones learned previously. According to Sonaiya, when learners 

encounter a target word that, for example, can be translated to two distinct words in their 
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L1, they need not only to map these two words into the same conceptual representations 

in the L1, but also need to map them onto concepts that distinguish the words. 

In a series of studies using semantic relatedness judgment response times, Jiang 

(2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) concluded that L2 lexical entries fossilize with their 

equivalent L1 content or something very close to it. In a study using a more productive 

test of lexical knowledge (Jiang 2004b), however, the evidence for this initial finding was 

considerably less clear. Jiang’s answer to the question of whether Chinese and Korean L2 

learners learn the English L1-like meaning of partial synonymous word pairs (e.g., doubt 

and suspect share the same translation in Chinese) is that they do not. Jiang found that the 

error rate for not being able to distinguish the semantic meaning of the partially 

synonymous words in an English sentence context was higher for the L2 learners than for 

native speakers of English, a finding that led him to conclude that L1 transfer is strongly 

tied to the learners’ semantic development and that L1 transfer holds back learners’ L2 

semantic development. Based on the large number of incorrect answers by the non-native 

speaker participants, Jiang concluded that the L2 semantic development of these word 

pairs had not occurred and, therefore, the participants had not restructured their semantic 

structures to make a clear distinction between the word pairs in English.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

The first problem addressed in this study concerns L1 influence on L2 vocabulary 

acquisition, especially in relation to partially synonymous meanings of words, and the 

extent to which the L1 interferes with the acquisition of these words. According to Jiang 

(2004b), learners’ L2 lexical processing is mediated by the semantic structures 
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transferred from their L1. To date, this issue has only been investigated with Chinese and 

Korean learners of English. It is important to examine through further empirical studies 

whether different populations of learners show the same effect. 

The second problem concerns the organization of partially synonymous 

vocabulary items in the mental lexicon. Sonaiya (1991) proposed that a learner’s shared 

L1 and L2 lexicons are divided into semantic fields within which L1 and L2 lexical items 

share some conceptual representations, and that learners continuously need to readjust the 

boundaries and relationships between these lexical items as they learn new words in the 

L2. More empirical studies are needed to examine the validity of this idea. 

The third problem addressed in this study is the influence of frequency in the 

acquisition of lexical knowledge. One factor that Jiang did not consider in his studies was 

word frequency. This was a potentially important omission given that the participants’ 

ability to distinguish between two English words that share a translation in Chinese or 

Korean is plausibly better for more frequent words in English. Based on previous 

research indicating that the frequency of a word is a major predictor of vocabulary 

knowledge and vocabulary acquisition (Culligan, 2008; Milton, 2009; Willis, 1998), this 

factor should be considered when examining this issue. However, these studies have been 

limited to examining mainly receptive vocabulary size and depth, and have not looked at 

learners’ productive use of vocabulary and its relationship with word frequency. In 

addition, more studies are needed that investigate frequency effects together with other 

factors, such as the semantic similarity of words, that might influence the learning of 

vocabulary items, especially items that are difficult to distinguish semantically. 
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The final problem concerns the lack of a sufficient acquisition model that takes 

into account L2 partial synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent. Jiang’s (2004b) 

model for learning partial synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent is based on the 

idea that there is very little or no semantic development after the initial acquisition of 

associations between L2 words and their L1 equivalents. Because of this assumption, 

Jiang does not try to model the factors involved in the development of knowledge of L2 

partial synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent. It is worthwhile to investigate the 

factors that are involved in the lexical development of this type of vocabulary items. 

 

Purposes of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to examine whether L2 learners have 

acquired the L1-like meaning of pairs of L2 words that have a single L1 translation 

equivalent by examining what factors affect the participants’ knowledge of these English 

partial synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent in the participants’ L1, Japanese. 

The ability to distinguish between the two words in question would show evidence of 

semantic development. The data are used to distinguish patterns that might show to what 

extent the participants are influenced or confused by L1 synonymy, and whether these 

patterns are the same as those found by Jiang (2004b). Jiang tested this same-translation 

phenomenon with Chinese (2002) and Korean (2004b) learners of English with the same 

results; therefore, in the present study the investigation of this issue is extended to 

Japanese learners of English in order to determine whether Japanese learners of English 

L2 lexical processing is mediated by the semantic structures transferred from their L1, 

Japanese. 
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Considering the importance of the semantic knowledge of a word, and the mixed 

results of studies that have investigated this issue, the second purpose involves 

investigating to what extent L2 learners learn the L1-like meanings of L2 partial 

synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent. Jiang (2004b) concluded that no 

development takes place after the initial acquisition of associations between the L2 words 

and their L1 equivalents, and therefore, any further semantic development is impossible. 

Thus, the aim is to shed light on the participants’ performance in the contextualized usage 

of the L2 vocabulary items; the results will clarify the extent to which semantic 

development has taken place. 

The third purpose of this study is to investigate whether lexical knowledge 

displays frequency-related, emergent properties when learners acquire L2 words that 

have a common L1 equivalent. Milton (2007, 2009) measured the vocabulary size of 

learners of English and found a significant relationship between word frequency and 

vocabulary size. Willis (1998) measured vocabulary depth with a test of locative verbs 

and also found a significant relationship between word frequency and the depth of 

vocabulary knowledge. Culligan (2008) used three vocabulary knowledge tests and found 

a significant relationship between word frequency and word difficulty, showing that as 

frequency increases, word difficulty decreases. 

The final purpose of the present study is to provide a statistical model of some of 

the factors involved in the acquisition and development of knowledge of L2 partial 

synonyms that share a common L1 equivalent. Lemma frequency and lemma similarity 

are the two factors investigated in this study. Milton (2009) has provided frequency 

profiles for EFL learners using the assumption that frequency plays a significant role in 
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the acquisition of vocabulary knowledge. The present study aims to go further and 

develop a mathematical model for vocabulary learning that can be used to predict the 

difficulty of learning vocabulary items by taking frequency as well as the semantic 

similarity of words into consideration. 

 

The Audience of the Study 

The first audience for this study is second language vocabulary acquisition 

researchers. This study can provide researchers with important information about the 

organization and presence of semantic structures transferred between learners’ L1 and L2 

lexicons. Providing more information on foreign language vocabulary acquisition of 

partially synonymous word pairs investigated in this study can aid researchers, interested 

in examining whether the statistical model and its predictions on learning these words is 

applicable to second language vocabulary learning in other contexts. 

The second audience for this study is language teachers. When planning language 

instruction, it is useful to have information about the extent to which L1 semantic 

interference plays a role in the learning of L2 lexis, and more importantly, to know more 

about this issue at both the word level and the contextualized-sentence level. Jiang 

(2004b) discussed the importance of semantic autonomy, which he claimed is necessary 

for lexical competence. Semantic autonomy, according to Jiang, refers to a learner having 

an L2 semantic system (a) that is uniquely coded in that L2, and that is not part of the L1, 

and (b) that is shared by native speakers of that particular L2. Therefore, for foreign 

language educators, one curricular objective should be to enhance students’ semantic 

autonomy. The results of this study can help educators when planning for effective 
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vocabulary instruction. It is important for them to consider what kinds of strategies— 

intralingual strategies, interlingual strategies, or extralingual strategies—help learners 

acquire semantic autonomy (Jiang, 2004b). It might be possible for instructors to provide 

deliberate instructional intervention to enable learners to achieve semantic autonomy. 

 

Delimitations 

This study has several delimitations. First, all the participants speak Japanese as 

their first language. Therefore, the results of this study cannot be generalized to other 

native language groups. Second, all the participants attend the same private women’s 

university in Tokyo, Japan, and have similar levels of English proficiency and academic 

achievement. The results might differ with male participants or with participants at higher 

or lower levels of English proficiency or academic achievement. 

 

The Organization of this Study 

Chapter 2, which is a review of the pertinent literature, is divided into three 

sections: knowing what a word in the L2 means, the mental lexicon, and L2 vocabulary 

acquisition studies. The research questions that guide this study are provided at the end of 

the chapter. Chapter 3, Methods, provides a description of the methodology used in this 

study; it is divided into five sections: participants, instrumentation, research design, 

procedures, and analyses. The results for each research question are presented in Chapter 

4 and those results are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6, Conclusion, is made up of four 

sections: a summary of the findings, a discussion of the limitations, suggestions for 

further research, and final comments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Second Language Vocabulary 

What Is Involved in Knowing a Word? 

Although second language vocabulary researchers have made considerable 

progress in the past several decades, they have a long way to go before they can say that 

they have a reasonably accurate and complete understanding of second language 

vocabulary acquisition (SLVA). Lexical knowledge has proven to be one of the most 

important aspects of fluent language users, and as research shows, it is also one of the 

most difficult aspects of language learning because of the large number of lexical items 

and even larger number of meanings that are necessary for learners to acquire before 

being able to use the language fluently (e.g., Meara, 1980; Saville-Troike, 1984). Despite 

the progress that has been made in SLVA research, L2 vocabulary research needs to be 

more comprehensive and varied because developing lexical competence is such a 

complex yet vital part of language learning. 

Many types of knowledge and multiple skills are associated with vocabulary 

acquisition, and for this reason, words have been described as “complex clusters of 

knowledge,” (Willis, 1998, p. 3). According to Nation (1994), in order to know a word, 

users should be able to: (a) recognize the spoken form of the word, (b) pronounce the 

word, (c) spell the word, and (d) write the word. However, this is not enough. In addition, 

they should know: (a) the underlying meaning of the word, (b) the range of meanings of 

the word, (c) the grammatical patterns the word fits into, (d) the affixes the word stem 
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can take, (e) words that fit into the same lexical set as the word, (f) the typical 

associations of the word, (g) the range of collocations of the word, (h) whether the use of 

the word is limited by considerations of politeness, gender, age, country, formality as 

well as other sociocultural factors, and (i) whether the word is commonly used or not. 

After knowing all this, the user still needs to be able to use the word receptively and 

productively (pp. 121-122). 

Willis (1998) further stated that users need lexical competence as well as the 

capacity to use the words they know. Lexical competence of a word, according to him, is 

made up of the word’s phonological and orthographic forms, semantic meanings, 

syntactic role(s), membership in sets of paradigmatic and syntagmatic associations, and 

pragmatic and social value. Words also serve as stems for word building, and this 

knowledge is also part of lexical competence, according to Willis. 

More specifically, when looking at learners’ semantic knowledge of vocabulary 

items, two levels of word meanings are usually distinguished. According to Kroll and De 

Groot (1997), one level includes the semantic specifications that are part of the lexical 

representation. This level controls the way users access vocabulary items for 

comprehending as well as producing well-formed utterances. The other level concerns 

conceptual information including world knowledge as well as the meanings of the objects 

and events to which words refer to. 

Sonaiya (1991) developed the Continuous Lexical Disambiguation Model, which 

provides an explanation of the acquisition of semantic competence in language learners. 

Sonaiya assumed that the lexicon is divided into semantic fields within which lexical 

items share some conceptual representations. According to the researcher, second 
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language vocabulary “is… primarily… the learning of the lexical relationships that hold 

between semantically related items in the language” (p. 275). Sonaiya further explained 

that this notion is relevant to L2 vocabulary acquisition as it requires learners to 

continuously refine meaning and readjust the boundaries between lexical items already 

acquired and new ones that are semantically related to the previously acquired ones. An 

example of this is the two French words, nier and renier, both of which can be translated 

as deny in English. In order for learners to know these words in a native-like way, the two 

distinct word forms need not only to be mapped to the same conceptual representation, 

they also need to be mapped onto the concepts that distinguish them. 

More recently, Churchill (2007) discussed vocabulary learning as a dynamic 

system that is constantly changing as learners are exposed to new information. According 

to him, repeated encounters of lexical items in different contexts involving interactions 

with different people in different situations are what drive vocabulary learning. Through 

these interactions, vocabulary knowledge emerges with each interaction adding some 

new information to the learner’s knowledge of the vocabulary item in question. In this 

way, each interaction and the frequency of interactions add to the learners’ depth of 

vocabulary knowledge, each exposure driving the restructuring of a learner’s semantic 

knowledge of the vocabulary item in question. Therefore, Churchill supports the notion 

of lexical learning as a dynamic and open system. 

 

Learning Synonyms and Partial Synonyms 

One important question to consider about vocabulary learning is why some words 

are more difficult to learn than others. This is an important question not only for 
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researchers but also for teachers. Interlexical factors, which concern interactions between 

a new word and other words familiar to the learner, are important to consider when 

discussing the difficulty of learning new words. Synonyms or partial synonyms, 

especially, can cause problems for learners that teachers should be aware of. 

Convergence and divergence are two reasons why synonyms and partial 

synonyms are difficult for language learners to acquire. Convergence refers to a situation 

in which several L1 words correspond to one word in the learner’s L2. For example, the 

Hebrew word tas means to fly with the aid of a machine while the word af means to fly 

with the aid of wings. However, in English, both of these are translated as fly. 

Divergence, on the other hand, occurs when one LI word corresponds to several words in 

the L2 (Laufer, 1990). For example, the Hebrew word lehazmin can be translated to 

either order, book, or invite in English. Dagut (1977) referred to these two phenomena as 

incongruencies in the lexical gridding of two languages, or, different ways of mapping 

experience in each language. Divergence especially can cause problems for learners 

because they must learn and retain the meaning and the proper usage of several 

vocabulary items for one word in their L1, and as a consequence, they must select a 

“narrower lexical grid” than in their mother tongue (Laufer, 1990). Several researchers 

have reported on learner errors that appear to have been caused by divergence (e.g., 

Dagut, 1977; Laforest, 1980). 

Another problem area for foreign language vocabulary learning concerns words 

that partially overlap in meaning. As Laufer (1990) explained, some words in one 

language cover only part of the uses of the word in another language, but each of these 

words can also have an additional meaning of their own. For example, in Hebrew, the 
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English word duty can be either translated as tafkid or chova, depending on the context. 

In addition, the Hebrew word tafkid can be either translated as duty or function in 

English. Therefore, when Hebrew learners of English encounter the word duty, they must 

decide which duty it is; tafkid or chova, and when they want to use the equivalent of 

tafkid in English, they must choose between duty and function (Laufer, 1990). 

A similar problem is caused by synonyms. Some researchers (e.g., Linnarud, 

1983) have stated that learners do not acquire synonyms easily. Linnarud found a vast 

difference in the range of vocabulary used by Swedish learners of English and native 

English speakers of the same age. The Swedish learners tended to use the same word 

repeatedly instead of using a synonym, which is what the native English speakers often 

did. Laufer (1990) proposed that once a form for a particular meaning has been learned, 

another form for the same meaning does not seem important to learners; the second word 

also takes more time and practice to acquire. Another problem with synonyms is that 

words are sometimes synonymous in some contexts but not in others. For example, in 

English, the words eat and have are synonymous in the following context:  

I’m going to eat some lunch now. 

I’m going to have some lunch now. 

  

However, these words are not synonymous in the following sentences:  

Do you want to eat at the new restaurant tonight? 

Do you want to have at the new restaurant tonight? 
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The Mental Lexicon 

The L1 Mental Lexicon 

One of the most researched areas of L2 vocabulary acquisition concerns whether 

lexical items are organized and accessed differently in the L1 and L2. Before discussing 

the bilingual lexicon, it is useful to briefly describe what is known about the L1 mental 

lexicon. 

Linguists agree that words in the mental lexicon must be highly organized based 

on the fact that native speakers of a language know so many words and they can retrieve 

them very rapidly. However, models for how the words are organized in the mental 

lexicon vary greatly among linguists. When talking about something as complex and 

inaccessible as the human mind and the words that are stored within it, it is difficult to 

propose accurate models of the organization of the mental lexicon. Therefore, when 

researchers create such models, they are highly simplified and based on limited 

knowledge. 

In her book Words in the Mind: An Introduction to the Mental Lexicon (2003), 

Jean Aitchison provided an overview of the prominent theories of lexical acquisition and 

lexical organization and the controversies regarding how words are organized in the 

mental lexicon. Aitchison also presented a plausible model of the mental lexicon that 

explained how words are organized in the mind. She began by stating that word meanings 

are fluid and not fixed. She called them ‘fuzzy meanings’, implying that there is no clear 

point where one word ends and another word begins. This is evident from the fact that the 

meanings of many words overlap with the meanings of many other words, and together 

they make up a network comprised of these overlapping meanings. 
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One explanation for these overlapping meanings, according to Aitchison, is 

provided by prototype theories, which state that to some extent people determine the 

meaning of a word by matching it against the features of a prototype. Aitchison 

exemplified this idea by explaining that in order to determine if something is a bird, 

people match it to the prototypical entry of a bird they have in their lexicon (p. 56). If this 

new item has enough similarities with the prototypical bird in their mental lexicon, they 

then label the new item a bird. 

Current prototype theories are largely based on Eleanor Rosch’s (1975) research. 

She investigated prototype theories in detail, and found evidence suggesting that people 

have prototypical items in their mental lexicon that they use to categorize new items they 

encounter. In addition, Rosch found that words are often used with meanings that differ 

somewhat from the prototypical meaning. However, even in these cases, people can 

recognize new or different examples of the categories as long as there is a sufficient 

match with the prototype and they can rank the word based on how well it fits the 

prototypical image. For example, a category such as bird consists of lexical items that 

have unequal status. For instance, robin is a more prototypical bird than a penguin; this in 

turn creates graded notions of categories. This conception differs from older definition-

based models, in which a bird is defined based on its features, such as feathers, beak, and 

ability to fly (Aitchison, 2003). 

Aitchison (2003) connected prototype theory to the mental lexicon by explaining 

that prototypes differ from person to person because they are based on each individual’s 

unique experiences in the world and that person’s internal self. Throughout their lives, 

people unconsciously build mental models to make sense of the world. In building these 
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mental models, they are affected by factors such as culture, environment, experiences, 

memory, and imagination. These mental models represent private models of the world 

they live in. When encountering a new lexical item, people call upon these mental 

models, which are a set of stereotypical and remembered frameworks for situations that 

provide the necessary background information to assess the new situation. The most 

important aspects of the situation might be recalled first, or the mind might automatically 

produce more information than needed, in which case unnecessary information might be 

suppressed. 

Based on the above discussion, it is reasonable to suppose that many words in the 

mental lexicon are interdependent. The next dilemma, then, is to determine how the mind 

handles the complex relationships that exist between words. According to Aitchison 

(2003), there are two main theories that explain how this occurs. The first theory, which 

she calls the Atomic Globule theory, claims that words are built up of ‘meaning atoms’ 

and that related words share common atoms (p. 76). For example, the words mother, 

aunt, waitress, and mare all share the basic common atom of female. Because all the 

words listed above share the same basic atom, female, the words might overlap 

semantically. In addition, this theory envisions that the basic atom settings are universal. 

They all share some universal set of basic atoms of meaning, which are combined in 

different ways in different languages. There are several theories of how these universal 

basic atoms exist. For example, there might be a universal category for things, events, or 

physical acts. Then, in each language, this basic atom has different words under it. This 

idea originated from the German Philosopher Leibniz, and one of the most enthusiastic 

followers of this idea in linguistics has been Noam Chomsky, who has written 
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extensively about ‘universal semantic properties’ that exist in all languages but that are 

combined differently based on the language (e.g. Chomsky, 1980). Aitchison rejected this 

theory based on the fact that researchers cannot agree on what these components are. In 

addition, experiments have not provided evidence of the type of assemblage that would 

be required if these atoms existed (Aitchison, 2003). 

Aitchison supported the second theory, which is known as the semantic network 

theory. In this theory, the mental lexicon is viewed as a multi-dimensional network. 

Experimental evidence indicates that links between words are usually formed by co- 

occurrence; in other words, words that are related somehow either because they have 

been learned together or they often occur together, develop strong ties with each other. 

The possible links that are formed during this process are: (a) co-ordinations, (b) 

collocations, (c) superordinations, and (d) synonyms. Co-ordination links, which involve 

matching words with their opposites, are apparently very strong because these links are 

often maintained even after people experience brain damage or as they age. Collocational 

links also are long-lasting and powerful, perhaps because the collocates occur together so 

often (e.g., hot and coffee). Synonymy is not as clear-cut; words that are generally 

interchangeable (e.g., bold and brave) can have strong links, but words that are similar in 

meaning (e.g., pretty and beautiful) might be kept separate, especially if they belong to 

different semantic areas. Superordinates of fairly prototypical and commonly used groups 

(e.g., cars and ships belonging to the category or superordinate of vehicles) can be easily 

labeled. Still, some further reasoning is often needed to produce the label for the specified 

item, for example to label something as a ship. This reasoning involves analytical 
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thinking that might require combining all the different linking strategies mentioned 

above. 

Aitchison (2003) also discussed the fact that words from the same word class 

(e.g., verbs) usually have stronger connections than words from different word classes 

(e.g., verbs and adjectives). Many experiments have shown that when people select a 

wrong word, they usually select a word from the same word class as the target word. 

Therefore, the abstract meaning of a word is tightly attached to its part of speech or word 

class, which indicates that syntax and semantics often overlap when discussing word 

meanings. 

Aitchison (2003) summarized her ideas about how the mental lexicon is created as 

follows: 

The overall organization of the mental lexicon is an evolutionary mish-mash, in 

which the various parts have developed over the ages into a somewhat strange 

amalgam: the two main components are organized in different ways, one for easy 

production and the other for easy comprehension. They both overlap and interact 

with other aspects of language and cognition. Overall, the mental lexicon… is 

concerned with links, not locations, with cores, not peripheries, and with 

frameworks, not fixed details. (p. 231) 

 

Aitchison (2003) also explained that the mental lexicon contains whole words, 

which have two main aspects: the meaning and word class, or lemma, and the sound 

structure of the words. Both aspects display certain features, which provide entry points 

for lexical retrieval. Information about these two aspects is in separate “modules”, or 

storage units, and these two modules are linked to each other and linked to the word-

forming module in the mental lexicon. Each of these three modules can be viewed as a 

dense, complex network with two types of links: a few firm links and many temporary 

links that are being created and recreated constantly. These modules are preprogrammed 
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in outline at an early age, but they have a fluid structure that continues to develop 

gradually throughout a person’s life. 

Next, I examine how the L2 mental lexicon differs from the L1 mental lexicon. 

 

The L2 Mental Lexicon 

In the L2 vocabulary acquisition literature, several models have been proposed to 

explain the mapping of first and second language words to concepts. These models have 

met with variable success. In the following sections, I describe the most prominent 

connectionist, multi-dimensional, and psycholinguistic models, after which I look at a 

more recent psycholinguistic model by Jiang (2000) that represents an advance over the 

earlier models. 

 

Hierarchical models 

Early hierarchical models of the bilingual lexicon were concentrated on the 

compound-coordinate distinction, which then evolved into the language storage question 

about whether lexical items from two languages are stored in one large store or two 

smaller stores. These models basically addressed the issue at a general level by assuming 

that there are two separate memory stores when two languages are learned in different 

settings (i.e., one at home and one at school). However, if the two languages are learned 

simultaneously in the same setting, then it is assumed that there is a common memory 

store. 

Weinreich’s (1953) distinction of coordinate, compound, and subordinate 

bilingualism dominated early discussions in the field. He distinguished three types of 
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bilingualism, subordinative, compound, and coordinative, based on the ways that 

concepts are believed to be stored in the brain (see Figure 1). In the subordinative system, 

the L2 concept is a direct translation from the L1. In the compound system, the speaker 

interprets the two concepts in the L1 and L2 with a single representation. In the 

coordinative system, bilingual speakers maintain two separate conceptual systems, based 

on the speakers’ experiences in the two languages. Weinrich also believed that it was 

possible for a speaker to progress from a compound system to a coordinative system. The 

strength of this early model was the coordinate-compound distinction that has continued 

to be part of later bilingual lexicon models. However, lack of empirical support and 

operational complexities (Paivio, 1991) were the weaknesses of this model. 

 

         subordinative         compound                       coordinative 

       concept    ‘book’                         book’ = ‘kniga’               ‘book’   ‘kniga’ 

                            /buk/                                       

 

        word       /’kniga’/                    /’buk’/       /’kniga’/            /’buk’/    /’kniga’/ 

 

Figure 1. Organization of the bilingual lexicon: Subordinate, compound, and 

coordinative bilingualism (based on Weinreich, 1953). 
 

Ervin and Osgood (1954) deviated slightly from Weinreich’s model by suggesting 

two types of bilingualism: compound (equivalent to Weinreich’s subordinative model) 

and coordinate (equivalent to Weinreich’s coordinative model). Compound bilingualism 

is acquired when a person is learning two languages in a context where they are being 

used concurrently. This implies a fused representation of the two languages and their 

lexis in the mental lexicon. An example would be a child growing up with bilingual 

parents. On the other hand, coordinate bilingualism is acquired when a person is learning 
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two languages in separate environments. This implies that L2 words are kept separate 

from L1 words, with each word having its own specific meaning. An example would be 

studying a foreign language in school. 

Since the early models were proposed, most of the research into bilingual lexicons 

has been based on two general models: the word association hypothesis, which is the 

proposal that access to L2 concepts is via L1 translation equivalents (Potter et al., 1984) 

(see Figure 2), and the concept mediation hypothesis, which is the proposal that 

bilinguals have direct access to concepts in both languages (Potter et al., 1984) (see 

Figure 3). 

According to the Word Association Model, an L1 word is directly associated with 

its L2 equivalent. Access to an L2 concept occurs only after the associated L1 concept 

has been activated. On the other hand, the Concept Mediation Model assumes that words 

in each language are directly connected to concepts; thus, translation equivalents are not 

directly linked to each other (Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Word association model. The double-headed arrows show the direction of 

accessing concepts; L2 words must first activate their L1 equivalents and concepts 

associated with them, which then travel back the same way to match the L2 word 

(adapted from Potter et. al, 1984). 

Concepts 

L1 Lexicon

  

L2 Lexicon
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Figure 3. Concept mediation model. The double-headed arrows show that both L1 and 

L2 words are directly connected to concepts without a relationship between the 

translation equivalents in each language (adapted from Potter et. al, 1984). 

 

In an important study, Potter et al. (1984) examined these two models with highly 

proficient bilinguals and less proficient bilinguals by investigating the time it took the 

bilinguals to translate words from the L1 to L2 and to name pictures in the L2. Based on 

the Word Association Model, L2 picture naming should take more time because the 

speaker must first retrieve the concept through the equivalent L1 word; only after this has 

taken place can the vocabulary item be available in the L2. In contrast, translation from 

the L1 to the L2 is direct because an L1 word is directly associated to its equivalent in the 

L2. Potter et al. (1984) also hypothesized that these two extra steps would be responsible 

for the difference in the amount of time it takes to name pictures and words in the L1. 

However, according to the Concept Mediation Model, these tasks should take 

approximately the same amount of time because there is a direct link between the concept 

and the L2 vocabulary item, and there is no need to go through the L1 lexicon. The 

results showed that both highly proficient and less proficient bilinguals took about the 

same amount of time to perform the tasks; therefore, the researchers concluded that the 

Concepts 

L1 Lexicon

  

L2 Lexicon
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Concept Mediation Model more accurately represents the L2 mental lexicon. However, 

as many researchers had assumed that the lower-proficiency bilinguals would be more 

likely to rely on translation equivalents, several researchers conducted studies similar to 

that of Potter et al. Several subsequent researchers (e.g., Chen & Leung, 1989; Kroll & 

Curley, 1988) found that lower-proficiency language learners translated from the L1 to 

the L2 more quickly than they performed L2 picture naming, a result that supported the 

Word Association Model. This finding suggested that with increased proficiency a 

transition occurs from a reliance on translation equivalents between the L1 and L2 to 

direct concept mediation. 

Based on the above results, the researchers then extended these models to what 

are referred to as hierarchical models. These models acknowledge that both integrated 

and shared lexicons in the L2 are possible; however, these models have different levels 

for word forms and word meanings. At the word form level, Potter et al. (1984) proposed 

that the coordinate models were correct; that is, each language has an independent lexical 

representation in the mental lexicon for word forms. However, at the word meaning level, 

they proposed that the compound model was correct, (i.e., the two languages share a 

single semantic representation). Subsequent research supported the notion that lexical 

mediation through the L1 tends to characterize the performance of nonfluent bilinguals, 

while concept mediation is more prevalent in more fluent bilinguals (Chen & Ho, 1986; 

Chen & Leung, 1989; Kroll & Curley, 1988). 

Later researchers focused on the connections between the two languages and the 

concepts associated with them; as Kroll and Dijkstra (2002), put it, “…the focus shifted 

to consider whether words in the bilingual’s two languages are connected via the lexical 
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representations or by direct access to the conceptual representations” (p. 302). Initially, 

Chen and Leung (1989) suggested that the model of organization is determined by the L2 

speaker’s proficiency. They suggested that beginner learners rely on lexical connections 

whereas more proficient learners use conceptual links. This is because at the beginning of 

second language acquisition, learners acquire vocabulary items by translating L2 words 

directly to L1 words, a process that strengthens the connection between L1 and L2 

equivalents. The conceptual L2 connection, (i.e., L1 words being more strongly 

connected to concepts than the L2 words) is still developing at this stage. However, as 

learners become more proficient, the L2 conceptual connections become stronger than the 

lexical connections. Furthermore, de Groot (1993) suggested that the patterns of 

connections depend on the individual words. She argued that concrete words and 

cognates are more likely to develop conceptual links whereas abstract words and 

noncognate words are not as likely to develop these conceptual connections. Cognates, 

such as león in French and lion in English, are words that are phonologically and/or 

orthographically similar to their L1 translation equivalents; this similarity is believed to 

make it easier for learners to develop conceptual connections. Concrete words, such as 

table and car, are highly imageable. It is relatively easy to develop conceptual 

connections with such words because it is easy to retrieve an image of the word. 

In an attempt to develop a better model, Kroll and Stewart (1994) conducted 

several experiments. They had two assumptions about the strength of the connections 

between words and concepts as they set out to conduct the experiments. First, they 

assumed that L1 words are more strongly connected to concepts than L2 words. Second, 

they assumed that L2 words are more strongly connected to the corresponding L1 
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translation equivalents than the other way around. In the first experiment, they found that 

naming pictures only in the L1 is slower when the pictures are presented in semantically 

categorized groups, which they called category inference. In the next experiment, 

however, they found that the category inference effect found in the first experiment 

disappeared when the picture naming was alternated with word naming. Therefore, they 

suggested that the initial category interference had to do with repeatedly accessing 

concepts in the same semantic category, thus making it difficult for the participants to 

choose a single word because the other semantically similar words were interfering with 

their decision. They next tested this hypothesis using a translation task with highly fluent 

Dutch-English bilinguals. In one set, the words to be translated were in a semantically 

categorized list (e.g., tiger, fish, and duck) while the other set of words was randomly 

mixed (e.g., car, tiger, and shoe). The researchers found that the participants translated 

from the L1 to the L2 more slowly than from the L2 to the L1. Therefore, only translation 

from the L1 to the L2 was influenced by the semantic organization of the list. Based on 

these results, they suggested that during early L2 acquisition, learners use the existing L1 

word-concept connections to access L2 word meanings. Because of this, it can be 

hypothesized that a strong lexical connection from the L1 to the L2 is established during 

the early stages of foreign language learning. As learners progress in their language 

learning, they start developing the ability to process L2 words directly. As the learners 

become more proficient, the role of transfer diminishes, and they begin to use the 

conceptual route more frequently compared with the beginning stages of language 

learning. The weaker L2 conceptual connections develop as proficiency develops, and the 

difference between the L1 and L2 conceptual connections gradually becomes less 
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noticeable. Kroll (1993) referred to this change as the developmental shift. However, 

even for advanced proficiency learners, the connection between words and concepts is 

stronger for the L1 than the L2. Therefore, the findings of these studies support the 

proposal that only L1-to-L2 translation necessarily involves concept mediation. 

Based on the above findings, Kroll and Stewart (1994) developed the revised 

hierarchical model for L2 lexical organization suggesting that both types of connections 

can be present in the same bilingual. According to their model, the strength of the 

connections depends on the direction of the connections. Specifically, they proposed that 

L1 concept links are stronger than L2 concept links, and L1-to-L2 links are weaker than 

L2-to-L1 links because translation from the L1 to the L2 is forward and conceptually 

mediated while translation from the L2 to the L1 is backward and proceeds directly via 

the lexical connections from L2 words to their L1 translation equivalents. For this reason, 

forward translation takes longer and is more likely to be conceptually mediated. 

However, with increased proficiency, backward translation becomes more conceptually 

mediated as forward translation decreases. Their model takes into account the shift from 

lexical to conceptual processing as the learner’s proficiency in the target language 

increases. They argued that low proficiency learners depend on lexical level connections, 

which provide a means for transfer between the lexical items in the two languages; in 

other words, the L1 provides the meaning for an L2 word as long as the L2 word 

activates the L1 translation equivalent. This model differed from previous models in that 

it involved the proposal that these lexical level links remain even after conceptual links 

have been established, a characteristic that provides learners access to both types of links. 

Because the initial direction of the transfer is from the L2 to the L1, they also proposed 
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that links going from the L2 to L1 continue to be stronger than the transfer from the L1 to 

the L2. In addition, the L1 lexical forms have stronger connections to concepts than the 

L2 lexical forms (see Figure 4). 

 

                                                  lexical links  

 

 

 

      conceptual                                                           conceptual  

            links                                   links   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Revised hierarchical model (based on Kroll & Stewart, 1994). The double-

headed unbroken arrow shows a strong connection between L1 words and concepts while 

the broken double-headed arrow shows a weaker connection between L2 words and 

concepts. Also, L2 words have a stronger relationship to their translation equivalents in 

the L1 than L1 words to their translation equivalents in the L2.  

 

Subsequent empirical studies produced mixed results for the Revised Hierarchical 

Model. In support of this model, some researchers (e.g., De Groot et al., 1994) found that 

forward translation (i.e., translation from the L1 to L2) is more sensitive to semantic 

factors (i.e., vocabulary, linguistic context) than backward translation (i.e., translation 

from the L2 to L1) while other researchers (e.g., Fox, 1996; Jiang, 1998) found that more 

semantic processing takes place in forward translation tasks than backward translation 

tasks. On the other hand, in some studies semantic effects were reported in both forward 
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and backward translation (e.g., De Groot & Poot, 1997) and the lexical link hypothesis in 

beginner learners was questioned (e.g., Altaribba & Mathis, 1997). 

 

The conceptual feature model. 

The next step (De Groot 1992a, 1992b, 1993; De Groot et al., 1994) was to focus 

on the aspects of words that appear to be associated with lexical or conceptual 

processing. De Groot (1992b) proposed the conceptual feature model “in which words in 

each of the bilingual’s two languages activate conceptual features that are assumed to be 

distributed, such that particular concepts correspond to sets of activated features” (Kroll 

& De Groot, 1997, p. 187). A representation of this model is displayed in Figure 5. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

    conceptual features 

Figure 5. The distributed conceptual feature model (adapted from DeGroot, 1992b). 

 

This model relies on the different characteristics of concrete and abstract words, 

which in turn, DeGroot suggested, explain the concreteness effects in previous models 

and the studies based on them. According to DeGroot, concrete words have absolute or 

close translation equivalents across languages due to their mostly universal referents 

(e.g., concrete nouns and cognates). On the other hand, abstract words (e.g., abstract 

nouns and noncognates) might not have close translation equivalents in all languages as 
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their interpretation is usually closely tied to a particular context (Schwanenflugel et al., 

1988). Therefore, concrete words have easier access to the shared conceptual information 

than abstract words. DeGroot also provided a similar explanation for the advantage of 

cognates in translation and suggested that based on the results of several studies (Kroll & 

Stewart, 1994; Sánchez-Casas, Suárez-Buratti, & Igoa, 1992) cognates can be accessed 

more easily than non-cognates because cognates share not only form and meaning 

features but also a common root under which words morphologically related both within 

and between languages are represented. 

The distributed conceptual feature model, as well as the other previous models, 

ignores the question of whether the overlapping features have a special importance in 

bilingual language processing; this question needs more attention. Furthermore, it is 

important to consider whether there are differences in the weights assigned to particular 

conceptual features as well as the degree of intercorrelation among the features. As Kroll 

and DeGroot (1997) hypothesized, “if concrete translation equivalents across languages 

activate a large pool of shared semantic features, it is possible that overlapping perceptual 

features are the source of their meaning similarity” (p. 189). Support for this proposal 

was provided in a study by Sholl et al. (1995), who found that animacy affected 

translation, as animate concepts were translated more rapidly than inanimate concepts. 

This finding was predicted by McRae, De Sa, and Seidenberg (1997), who claimed that 

the conceptual features of exemplars or animate categories are more highly correlated and 

densely represented than those of inanimate categories. 

Another issue that needs more attention is that of shared lexical-level units and 

their distribution. Some previous researchers (e.g., Grainger, 1993; Grainger & Dijkstra, 
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1992) have suggested that there might be a parallel activation of shared lexical units for 

languages that have similar lexical forms. For instance, whether vork in Dutch gets 

activated when a Dutch-speaker is trying to access the translation for the English word 

pork. Even though the assumption in the current study is that word forms in the L1 and 

L2 are stored separately, it is useful to consider the alternative: What happens when both 

the lexical and conceptual levels are distributed? Figure 8, the distributed 

lexical/conceptual feature model proposed by Kroll and De Groot (1997), incorporates 

the notion of a distributed lexical level into the conceptual feature model shown in Figure 

6. This model proposes a shared language-independent lexical feature level of 

representation, with information about the form of words, and a conceptual feature level, 

in which aspects of meaning are represented. The third level is a level of lemma 

representations that mediates between the lexical feature level and the conceptual feature 

level. Kroll and De Groot assumed that lemmas contain the lexical entry itself, and the 

function of the lemmas is to mediate the activation of lexical and conceptual features as 

well as higher-level language processes, such as syntactic processes. 

The model shown in Figure 6 is based on the assumption that the interaction 

across languages is caused not only by the degree of feature overlap as predicted in the 

earlier models, but also is caused by the degree to which there are consistent mappings 

from word forms to meanings within and across languages (Kroll & De Groot, 1997). 

This model is superior to the previous models, as it has the following important 

consequences for L2 acquisition: (a) When lemmas uniquely specify only one language, 

it is possible to always map lexical units to meaning through that one language, and 
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Figure 6. The distributed lexical/conceptual feature model (Kroll & De Groot, 1997). 

 

(b) because the lemma level is sensitive to both syntactic constraints as well as to the 

mapping between lexical and conceptual features, it is language specific by default. 

Therefore, the model predicts that the most fluent L2 performers have the ability to form 

consistent mappings between levels for a given language. 

 

Jiang’s psycholinguistic model. 

In a recent attempt to explain the connection between L1 and L2 vocabulary 

mapping, Jiang (2000) proposed a psycholinguistic model for L2 vocabulary acquisition 

that incorporates unique features associated with lexical development in a second 

language, and therefore, varies from the L1 vocabulary acquisition models. Figure 7 

below is a visual representation of the model. Jiang theorized that the word forms for 

each word (L1 word, the first L2 equivalent and the second L2 equivalent) are separate, 

as shown on the top of the figure, and they go to different collectors, storage units, in the 

middle of the figure. However, each word from each collector points to the same 
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concepts, both in the L1 and L2, as shown in the bottom of the figure. Eventually, this 

becomes a weighted mapping; the concepts are “ingredients,” and the meaning attached 

to each word form depends on how these ingredients are mixed and their weights.  
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Figure 7. Jiang’s (2000) model for mapping partial synonyms in the L1 and L2. 

 

Jiang’s 2004b study is based on this model. According to Jiang, a second 

language model must differ from an L1 model because there are two unique aspects 

present when learning L2 vocabulary, especially in a formal classroom setting, that are 

not present in L1 vocabulary acquisition: poverty of input in terms of both quantity and 

quality, and an already established L1 semantic system that is closely associated with L2 

vocabulary acquisition. Therefore, Jiang conceptualized a framework for L2 vocabulary 

acquisition based on Levelt’s (1989) model of lexical representation. 

In Jiang’s model, each root word has a lexical entry in the mental lexicon. This 

lexical entry contains four types of information: The lemma component consists of 
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semantic and syntactic information whereas the lexeme component consists of 

morphological and formal information (see Figure 8).  

 

 

 

Lemma 

 

 

 

 

Lexeme 

 

 

Figure 8. The lexical entry in the mental lexicon (Jiang, 2002, based on Levelt, 1989). 

 

Jiang’s model involves three stages of lexical development: (a) the formal stage of 

lexical development, (b) the L1 lemma mediation stage, and (c) the L2 integration stage.  

During the first stage, the learner is only aware of the formal specifications of the word, 

which are the word’s spelling and pronunciation. In this stage, a lexical entry for the L2 

word is established in the learner’s mental lexicon; however, this entry only contains 

formal specifications (i.e., spelling and phonetic pronunciation) with no other content 

about the semantic, syntactic, or morphological features of the entry. During this stage, a 

pointer to the L1 equivalent of the word is formed as well. In other words, L2 words are 

mapped onto their L1 translation equivalents. With continued exposure to the L2, the 

learner moves to the next stage, where the L2 formal information merges with the 

semantic and syntactic information of the entry’s L1 translation. In other words, the use 

of L2 words is mediated by the semantic and syntactic features of the L1 equivalent. 
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Therefore, L2 words are not mapped to the L1 translations anymore but to the L1 

meaning directly. According to Jiang (2000), “We can call this unique process of form-

meaning mapping in L2 vocabulary acquisition ‘L1 lemma copying’ and the resulting 

lexical use ‘L1 lemma mediation’” (p. 619). Once L1 semantic information has become 

part of the L2 lexical entry, it is difficult for restructuring to take place and for new 

meanings to enter into the lexical entry possibly because the presence of L1 lemma 

information within the L2 lexical entry prevents the integration of the L2 lemma into the 

L2 lexical entry. In order to reach the final stage, the L2 integration stage, learners have 

to restructure their semantic system, and establish a new semantic system specifically for 

L2 vocabulary, one that is also free from the influence of the L1 semantic system (Kroll, 

Michael, Tokowicz, & Dufour, 2002). Few second language learners reach the final stage 

of Jiang’s model, which is when the L1 entry and the L2 entry of each translation 

equivalent separate. At this stage, the learner adds semantic, syntactic, and morphological 

information about the L2 word into its correct lexical entry. Although the L1 and L2 

entry for the same word look quite similar, the two entries are separate at this point. 

Jiang’s model is relevant to the questions investigated in this study as it explicitly 

differentiates between L1 and L2 lexical development. To summarize, according to Jiang, 

there is a fundamental difference between L1 and L2 lexical development. In L1 

development, the semantic, syntactic, morphological, and formal specifications are 

integrated for all, or almost all, L1 words whereas only a small proportion of L2 words 

achieve this integration because of limited contextualized input and the interference from 

the existing L1 semantic and lexical systems. As a result, most L2 words fossilize at the 

second stage of ‘L1 lemma mediation.’ The fossilized lexical entries have three unique 
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features. First, they consist of L2 formal specifications, but the semantic and syntactic 

information is of their L1 translation equivalents. Second, there are no morphological 

specifications in the L2 lexical entries, which means that different morphological variants 

of the same word are stored as separate entries. Third, the connections between L2 words 

and the corresponding concepts are weak. These unique features in turn result in two 

significant processing consequences. The use of L2 words relies on the lemma 

information of their translation equivalents, and the selection of morphologically 

appropriate lexical forms becomes a conscious process (Jiang, 2000, pp. 71-72). 

 

L2 Vocabulary Acquisition 

L1 and L2 Vocabulary Acquisition 

Clearly, there are differences in the way L1 and L2 vocabulary are acquired. 

Children’s language acquisition has been considered something of a miracle because 

children acquire and produce a huge number of new words during a very short time 

during their childhood. According to Aitchison (2003), there are two possible scenarios 

explaining children’s vocabulary acquisition. In one scenario, it is assumed that children 

are pre-programmed with certain rules and restrictions on where a certain word should be 

placed in their mental lexicon. In addition, children would be programmed to know that 

certain words need to stay together and, therefore, they are stored together. If one 

believes this scenario, then the only thing separating a child’s mental lexicon from that of 

an adult would be the quantity of words. The second scenario presents a different picture. 

According to this scenario, children randomly store new words in one small module to 

begin with. However, once this small module is full or a communication breakdown 
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happens with some word, they expand this space by creating more modules and 

reorganizing the words already in the original module. At this point, the child starts 

organizing the modules by placing similar words in one module and others in another 

module. This process of adding modules and reorganizing words continues as the child 

acquires the L1. In order to decide which scenario is more likely, many factors need to be 

considered. 

First, it is important to consider what happens when a child acquires a meaning 

for a word. Aitchison (2003) explained that this involves three tasks: (a) a labeling task, 

(b) a packaging task, and (c) a network-building task. In the labeling task, the child 

realizes that a certain sound sequence stands for a certain thing. It is believed that this 

labeling ability develops sometime before the age of three in most children; however, it 

develops at different speeds. In the packaging task, children must learn which things can 

be grouped together under the same label; in other words, they start developing the kinds 

of prototypes discussed above. During this stage, children make many trial and error 

mistakes in the form of underextensions, which involve using a word in a more restricted 

sense than adults do, such as calling only French Bulldogs doggy but not calling any 

other breeds of dogs doggy, and overextensions, which occur when children use a word to 

refer to a larger set than adults do, such as calling all dogs, cats, and stuffed animals 

doggy. Underextensions are more common and are caused by many factors, including 

gap-filling, mental fog, and wrong analysis. When gap-filling, children use one word to 

describe something because they do not know what the thing in question is called (e.g., 

using duck instead of peacock). Mental fog occurs because word meanings are often 

vague and hazy at the beginning stages, and therefore, easily confused by children (e.g., 
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dog is thought to mean horse as well). When children make wrong analyses, they 

compare the target word to prototypes, but they focus on superficial characteristics of the 

prototypes. Hence, children are more likely to make wrong matches because the 

characteristics they focus on are not sufficient to place the target word into the correct 

prototype category (e.g., after learning the word moon, all objects that are crescent 

shaped, will be called moon). While building their lexical network, children are faced 

with the task of fitting words together in the network. This task is slow and continues for 

a long time. In fact, this continued integration of new words is extremely gradual and 

might continue throughout a person’s lifetime. 

When considering child language acquisition, it is also important to consider how 

children deal with phonology. When young, children are likely to make certain 

substitutions in the sounds of words. Aitchison (2003) suggested three main explanations 

for these substitutions. The first reason is physical incompetence: Children are unable to 

produce certain sounds, which leads to substitutions for these troublesome sounds. This 

can occur because children often misperceive words they hear, and then, they simply 

reproduce what they hear, and hence, produce mistakes. This in turn might occur because 

children initially pay attention to only certain phonological features of words. This is also 

called the “tongue-twister” theory, meaning that children cannot initially produce the 

more complex sounds in their L1. A second reason for phonological substitutions 

concerns pre-ordained path theories that suggest that children are pre-programmed to deal 

with speech contrasts in a certain order. Roman Jakobson is often credited for the best-

known theory explaining this phenomenon. In this pre-ordained path theory, children are 

preprogrammed to pass through certain deformities before they can acquire the proper 
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forms. Other researchers explain pre-ordained path theory to mean that some sounds or 

sound sequences are more natural than others. For example, alternating consonants and 

vowels (e.g., mama and papa) are seen as being more natural than double consonants or 

vowels (e.g., daddy and book), so children acquire these forms first. The third group of 

theories explaining child sound substitutions are the puzzle-solving theories, which claim 

that the sound system of a language is a puzzle that all children must slowly solve, and 

until it has been solved, deformities will remain in the child’s language (Aitchison, 2003). 

These theories attest that the sound system of a language is a series of different but 

interlinked problems that must be solved by the child. Children must identify words, 

figure out which articulatory movements go with which sounds, and discover which 

sounds are allowed to be used together in a language. 

When it comes to storing the phonological representations of words in their 

mental lexicon, Aitchison (2003) stated that researchers agree that children pay more 

attention to the rhythmic patterns and the stressed vowels of words, and possibly organize 

words according to these characteristics. According to the ‘bathtub effect’, adults tend to 

remember the beginnings and ends of words better than the middles, and on average, the 

beginnings of words are better remembered than the ends. However, with children, this is 

not necessarily true. Even though researchers agree that children and adults have similar 

mental representations for words, children tend to remember the rhythmic patterns of 

words instead of the beginnings and ends, and the younger the child is, the more likely 

she or he is to preserve the rhythmic pattern of the word when storing the word. Certain 

types of words, mainly objects that are familiar to the children, such as dog and cow 

instead of kangaroo or yak, seem to be easier for children to remember. Also, words that 
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begin with stressed syllables followed by consonants that agree with each other in 

voicing (e.g., lemming and bandicoot) tend to be easier for the children to remember.  

 

First and Second Language Lexical and Semantic Development. 

As discussed above, when acquiring a first language, lexical and semantic 

development evolve hand in hand. However, they are separated in L2 acquisition. 

Especially adults learning another language use their existing L1 semantic system, and a 

major challenge in second language acquisition is the need to restructure this to fit the L2 

being acquired. 

As Jiang (2004b) explained, when learning new words in an L2, vocabulary 

acquisition has two aspects. The first aspect involves the retention, consolidation, and 

automatization of the lexical entry and deals with what is referred to as the size of a 

lexicon (Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990; Laufer & Nation, 1995; Vermeer, 2001) and 

automaticity of the word (Segalowitz, 1995; Segalowitz, Segalowitz, & Wood, 1998; 

Segalowitz, Watson, & Segalowitz, 1995). The second aspect involves the enrichment, 

expansion, and refinement of the lexical entry, which is often referred to as the depth or 

richness (Bogaards, 2000; Henriksen, 1999; Nation, 1990) and organization (Meara, 

1996; Schmitt & Meara, 1997) of the word. The second aspect is the most challenging for 

vocabulary learning because it involves much more than just remembering and gradually 

automatizing the word’s meaning. Semantic development involves not only 

understanding the core meanings of the word, but also understanding connotational and 

figurative meanings, which often are numerous, especially with high frequency English 

words. An added challenge is that knowing the full meaning of a word requires 
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separating the L1 translation from the multiple L2 meanings, which often are related to 

the L1 translation. 

 

Empirical studies supporting the mapping of L2 words to L1 meanings. 

A small number of empirical studies have been focused on L2 semantic 

development. Most researchers working in this area have examined the lexical 

performance of advanced learners using semantic relatedness tasks or by following 

changes in semantic knowledge over a period of time. 

Ijaz (1986) used a semantic relatedness judgment test and a sentence completion 

test to examine semantic knowledge. The goal of this study was to examine whether the 

non-native speakers and native speakers of English shared a similar semantic structure for 

a set of words as indicated by how the participants understood the meaning of these 

words. Five groups of advanced ESL learners (n = 50) as well as a group of native 

speakers of English (n = 17) were asked to complete the following two tests examining 

the use of the words on, upon, onto, on top of, over, and above: (a) The participants were 

given two of the words and asked to rate how similar these two words were, and (b) they 

were given sentences with a word missing and asked to decide which of the two words 

appropriately completed the sentence. The results showed that the non-native speakers 

and the native speakers varied greatly in their responses. In the semantic relatedness task, 

about 50% of the ratings from NNSs were significantly different from those of NSs while 

in the sentence completion task about 54% of the answers of NNSs were significantly 

different from those of NSs. This led the author conclude that, “native language 
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conceptual patterns appear to be powerful determinants of the meaning ascribed to L2 

words and they seem to be very rigid and difficult to permeate” (p. 447). 

Strick (1980) reported similar results and came to similar conclusions in a study 

of Iranian ESL speakers in regards to address terms. He examined the cognitive 

organization of address terms by native English speakers (n = 25) as well as the 

equivalent Farsi address terms by Iranian second-language speakers of English (n = 29). 

The participants were asked to give similarity ratings on 45 possible randomly arranged 

pairs of ten American address terms along a 9-point scale, with the extremes of very 

similar and not similar at all. After the first task, the participants were asked to rate these 

same ten address forms in regards to status, formality, likemindedness, solidarity, 

intimacy, and power. About three weeks later, the Iranian participants were asked to do 

the same task with eleven Farsi address terms. Strick found that the native speakers of 

English tended to rate the terms differently from the Iranian participants. The native 

speakers of English seemed to conceptualize the terms more in respect to intimacy 

whereas the Iranian participants, both in English and in Farsi, tended to conceptualize the 

terms more with respect to status. This difference led Strick to conclude that the Iranians 

both in their L1 and L2 tended to understand the terms as a function of their cultural 

orientation based on the strongly hierarchical society in Iran. Strick suggested that 

“…second language semantic development is hypothesized to occur as a process of 

transition from native to second language semantic structures and a function of the 

changing cultural orientation of the learner” (p. 155). 

One of the few longitudinal L2 vocabulary studies was conducted by Schmitt 

(1998), who followed the semantic development of four ESL graduate students in Britain. 
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The researcher tested how many meaning senses of 11 English words with a total of 61 

meaning senses the students knew receptively and productively. First, the participants 

were asked to provide a meaning for each word, hence measuring their receptive 

knowledge of the 11 items. After this, they were given triggers for some other meaning 

senses of these words to elicit additional meanings. The purpose was to measure their 

receptive and productive knowledge by assessing their ability to recognize other 

meanings for the same word and then produce additional meanings. The participants 

completed the tasks in one-on-one interviews. Schmitt reported that in 72% of the cases, 

if the participants did not know a certain meaning sense at the beginning of the study, 

they did not know it at the end of the study either, after living and studying in Britain for 

one year. Therefore, he concluded that most of the meaning senses stayed at the same 

level of knowledge, and that the knowledge of meaning senses is quite rigid and unlikely 

to change easily. 

More recently, Jiang examined the semantic development of L2 learners (Jiang 

2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b). In his studies, he attempted to control the influence of L1 

semantic information, also referred to as positive transfer, as well as the explicit 

knowledge about words gained through formal education. By controlling these effects, 

Jiang believed that researchers can better examine L2 semantic development. According 

to him, one of the best ways to do this is by using L2 word pairs that share the same 

translation equivalent in the learner’s L1 (e.g., English words chance and opportunity 

which both translate to giwhoi in Korean) and word pairs that have subtly different 

meanings that are difficult to explain verbally (e.g., English words decrease and reduce 

which translate to julida and chuksohada in Korean, respectively). According to Jiang 
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(2002, 2004a, 2004b), studies incorporating the above conditions can shed light on L2 

learners’ semantic development because with word pairs that translate to only one word 

in their L1, students are likely to use the two words in the L2 interchangeably because 

there is no distinction between them in their L1. If students make these types of errors, it 

is compelling evidence that the learners rely on existing L1 semantic structures. On the 

other hand, if learners are able to use the words correctly, it indicates that there is no 

positive transfer taking place between L1 and L2 semantic structures, and this would 

serve as evidence for L2 semantic development. 

To test these hypotheses, in an earlier study and a later replication of that initial 

study (2000, 2004a), Jiang executed an online semantic judgment task, with ten advanced 

proficiency Chinese or Korean ESL speakers and ten native speakers of English. He used 

two sets of L2 words: One set of words shared the same translation in the participants’ 

first language (e.g., English words chance and opportunity which both translate to giwhoi 

in Korean) while the other set of words did not (e.g., English words decrease and reduce 

which translate to julida and chuksohada in Korean, respectively). All the word pairs 

were matched in terms of length, frequency, and semantic relatedness. In the experiment, 

the participants saw two L2 words on the computer screen simultaneously and had to 

decide whether these two words were related in meaning by pressing a yes or no button. 

The participants’ responses and response times were recorded. All the participants were 

tested individually on a randomized list of 128 English word pairs. 

Jiang made three predictions about the outcome of the experiments (2000, 2004a). 

The first prediction was that both groups would respond to related items faster than to 

unrelated items because it is easier to determine that two words are related than to 
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determine that they are unrelated. An affirmative answer can be given as soon as a shared 

element between the two words is identified; however, concluding that two words are 

unrelated involves going through all the semantic meanings before arriving at a negative 

answer. The second prediction was that the native speakers would show no difference in 

response times in the two sets of words. This prediction was based on the idea that the 

two English words in a pair are equally related, with similar frequency and length, both 

of which are known to affect reaction times. The third prediction was that the non-native 

speakers would respond faster to the English word pairs that share the same translation in 

their L1. This third prediction holds true if L2 processing is mediated by L1 semantic 

structures, which was Jiang’s hypothesis. The results of the experiment supported all 

three predictions. First, for both groups of participants, it took more than 100 ms longer 

to respond to the unrelated items than the related items. Second, the native speakers 

showed no difference in their reaction times to either set. However, the non-native 

speakers responded about 100 ms faster to the word pairs that shared the same translation 

in their L1 than to the word pairs that had different translations. 

Based on the results, Jiang argued that advanced ESL learners map L2 words to 

L1 semantic structures. When two L2 words share the same translation in a learners’ first 

language, they also share the same semantic content both in the L1 and L2; support for 

this hypothesis can be seen in this study because the participants responded to these items 

faster. This suggests that L1 semantic structures continue to mediate L2 use even with 

proficient second language users (Jiang, 2004a). 

In a more recent study, Jiang (2004b) attempted to separate positive transfer and 

semantic development by testing the participants’ use of English word pairs that are 
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indistinguishable in the participants’ first language. The researcher developed a sentence 

completion task with six pairs of English words: criterion-standard, complicated-

complex, accurate-precise, safe-secure, insist-persist, and doubt-suspect. Both words in 

each word pair can be translated into the same Chinese word. After choosing the word 

pairs, Jiang chose 10 sentences containing each of the 12 words from the Bank of English 

corpus for a total of 120 sentences. After the target words were deleted from the 

sentences, in order to complete this pretest, he asked native speakers of English to decide 

whether one or both of the given words were appropriate completions for the sentence, 

and further, if only one was appropriate, which one it was. He then chose the sentences in 

which he found at least 90% agreement amongst the native speakers for inclusion in the 

sentence completion task given to the Chinese participants. 

The final instrument was made up of 20 out of the original 120 sentences. Ten 

advanced Chinese ESL speakers and ten native English speakers took the test. The 

participants were given as much time as needed to complete the test. After completing the 

sentences, they were asked to rate the level of difficulty involved in distinguishing the 

words and to provide a brief description, in Chinese for the ESL speakers and in English 

for the English native speakers, of the differences between each word pair. 

The results were judged based on the English native speaker answers given for the 

pretest. The results for the 10 native speakers of English and the 10 ESL speakers 

differed. As expected, the native speakers of English performed well in that they chose 

the same answers as the native English speakers who had taken the pretest. Their average 

accuracy rate was 94%, and no native speaker of English had an error rate higher than 
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10%. In addition, no single word pair produced higher than a 10% error rate among the 

native English speaker participants. 

However, the ESL participants did not perform as well, as their overall accuracy 

rate was 65%, which was above chance; if the ESL participants chose from the three 

responses in the survey randomly, the accuracy rate would be 33%. Jiang found that the 

difficulty ratings and written descriptions of the differences between the word pairs 

produced no useful information. 

Jiang concluded that, “some level of semantic development seems to have 

occurred in these L2 learners” (p. 117). He defended this claim by citing the participants’ 

better-than-chance accuracy rates for all the word pairs. Because the word pairs are not 

distinguishable in the students’ native language and minimum explicit knowledge is 

available in regards to the word pairs, positive L1 transfer or the involvement of positive 

reinforcement through instruction or feedback seems unlikely. Therefore, the observed 

accuracy rate can be viewed as the degree of the Chinese participants’ semantic 

development that had occurred prior to this experiment. However, Jiang also stressed that 

the participants’ still encountered difficulty distinguishing the word pairs, which indicates 

limited semantic development. 

 

Effect of Word Frequency in L2 Vocabulary Acquisition 

Another important factor that has been found significant in L2 vocabulary 

acquisition is the frequency of the target word. Several studies have shown that frequency 

of a word is a major predictor of vocabulary knowledge and vocabulary acquisition 

(Culligan, 2008; Milton, 2009; Willis, 1998).  
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Milton (2007, 2009) measured the vocabulary size of learners and found a 

significant relationship between frequency and vocabulary size. Willis (1998) measured 

vocabulary depth with a test of locative verbs and also found a significant relationship 

between frequency and the depth of vocabulary knowledge. Culligan (2008) used a 

Yes/No lexical decision task to measure participants’ word knowledge, and found a 

significant relationship between frequency and word difficulty, showing that as frequency 

increases, word difficulty decreases. In the study, Culligan (2008) investigated perceived 

word difficulty by measuring the sense of certainty that a word is known though the 

Yes/No lexical decision task. His aim was to allocate frequency measures to vocabulary 

under the assumption that more frequent words are better known than less frequent 

words. After administering one or more of 133 different test forms measuring the 

difficulty of the 6,029 most frequent English words to 165 Japanese university students, 

he concluded that as the frequency of a word decreases, the difficulty of the word 

increases as well.  

Milton (2009) pointed out that what he calls the Frequency Model, the assumption 

that there is a strong relationship between a word's frequency and the likelihood that a 

learner will encounter it and learn it, has not been empirically examined and 

demonstrated until recently. Milton (2006a) found a statistically significant relationship 

between word frequency and vocabulary size in Greek English learners. In addition, other 

researchers have reported a similar relationship with speakers of different native 

languages (Aizawa, 2006; Milton, 2007). Milton (2007) found that frequency was more 

important in determining vocabulary acquisition than word difficulty as measured by 

word length and cognateness of the target word. Milton (2009) also discussed the 
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importance of taking frequency into account in vocabulary testing and learning. He 

pointed out that foreign language learners are sensitive to the frequency of words, and 

that this sensitivity is present in the way they add new words to their L2 lexicon. This 

should be taken into account in designing learning materials and vocabulary tests. Milton 

also suggested that using frequency-based tests can aid language teachers and SLA 

researchers in being aware of what vocabulary knowledge students' possess after a certain 

amount of learning has taken place. 

 

Gaps in the Literature 

Only Jiang (2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) has empirically examined L1 influence in 

L2 vocabulary acquisition in relation to partially synonymous meanings of words. 

Although Jiang examined Korean and Chinese native speakers’ semantic knowledge of 

English, it is important to extend this line of research by investigating empirically 

whether learners with different L1s show the same effects as the participants in these 

studies. 

In addition, few researchers have examined the organization of partially 

synonymous vocabulary items in the mental lexicon, especially in regards to Sonaiya’s 

Continuous Lexical Disambiguation Model, which states that L1 and L2 semantic 

connections need to be readjusted continuously as learners encounter new items, items 

that are semantically similar, or items that overlap with previously learned items. 

Therefore, more empirical studies are needed to test and refine this theory. 

Several researchers have shown that frequency plays a significant role in 

vocabulary knowledge (Culligan, 2008; Milton, 2007, 2009; Willis, 1998). However, 
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these studies have been limited in mainly examining vocabulary size and depth, and few 

researchers have investigated learners’ productive vocabulary knowledge and the 

relationship with frequency as suggested by Laufer and Nation (1999) by using their 

Productive Vocabulary Levels Test; thus, more studies are needed that investigate 

frequency effects together with other factors, such as semantic similarity, that might 

influence lexical acquisition, especially with items that are difficult to distinguish 

semantically. 

 

Purposes of the Study 

Because the current study is a replication of an earlier study, the primary purpose 

of this study is to compare the results to the results obtained by Jiang (2004b). According 

to Jiang, because of the partial synonymy of the English word pairs used in his study and 

in the current study, the participants are confused when using these words in context, and 

therefore, supply answers randomly or with a bias towards the synonymous option 

because they are confused about the difference between the two words. The main aim of 

the current study is to investigate whether this is the trend for the participants in this 

study, or whether the participants are biased towards or against synonymy. 

Another purpose is to investigate the effect of frequency for the participants’ 

knowledge of the word pairs. As discussed above, frequency has been found to be a 

major predictor of L2 vocabulary knowledge. However, Jiang (2004b) did not investigate 

frequency in his original study despite the repeated finding that it is an important factor 

underlying semantic knowledge. Therefore, the current study investigates the role of 
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frequency to see whether frequency of the words has an effect in the participants’ lexical 

knowledge. 

The last aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between lemma 

frequency, lemma semantic similarity (LSS), and the participants’ lexical knowledge. 

LSS has not been investigated widely in SLA as a factor for vocabulary learning even 

though it could potentially provide useful information about what makes certain 

vocabulary items more difficult to learn than others, which in turn could help educators 

find ways to help students acquire foreign language vocabulary more efficiently. In this 

study, I investigate to what extent LSS and lemma frequency or what combination of 

those two variables, affect the difficulty of learning these word pairs. 

 

Research Questions and Hypothesis 

The main research questions and hypotheses investigated in this study are as 

follows: 

1. Is learner knowledge of partially synonymous words biased towards or away from 

synonymy? 

 

Hypothesis 1a: Because the L1 word maps onto two L2 words, the participants will 

supply answers randomly; thus, each answer will be supplied one-third of the time (Jiang, 

2004a, 2004b). 

 

Hypothesis 1b: Learners assume that the L2 words are synonymous because the L1 word 

maps onto both L2 words. Thus, when they make lexical choices like the ones tested in 
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this study, their responses are biased towards the synonymous option (Jiang, 2004a, 

2004b). 

 

Hypothesis 2: Learners tend to adopt a one word-one meaning assumption when they 

acquire L2 words; thus, their responses will be biased towards the non-synonymous 

option (Willis, 1998). 

 

2. To what extent does word frequency bias learners’ knowledge of partial synonyms? 

 

Hypothesis: Learners’ lexical knowledge is influenced by word frequency; thus, there 

will be a response bias towards the more frequent word in each pair (Culligan, 2008; 

Milton, 2007, 2009; Willis, 1998). 

 

3. What combination of usage-based lexical statistics best explains learner performance 

on a multiple choice cloze-type test of partial synonyms? 

 

Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between response accuracy, word frequency, and 

lemma similarity (Jiang, 2004a, 2004b). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

Participants 

The participants in this study were 244 first-year female EFL students between 

the ages of 17 to 19 studying at a private women’s university in central Tokyo. All of the 

participants had completed six years of compulsory English education in junior high 

school and high school. They were the entire first-year cohort of students studying in the 

Department of Languages at this university, which was the author’s work place at the 

time the study was conducted. During their first year of study, the students are required to 

take four 90-minute English classes per week: Reading, Writing, Communication Skills, 

and Discussion Skills. The data were gathered during the students’ second semester at the 

university during the required Communication Skills course. All the students in the 

College of Culture and Communication were assigned to a section of this required course 

based on the results of the Michigan Test. The participants’ scores on the Michigan Test 

varied from 33 to 95, with a mean of 67.25 (SD = 9.9). Eleven intact English 

Communication classes taught by five instructors participated in the study. To protect the 

rights of the participants, before the first test was administered, the participants were 

provided a form in Japanese (Appendix A) explaining the purpose of the study. The form 

also made it clear that participation was voluntary and not related to the students’ class 

work. The participants were also informed that only the researcher, not the teacher of the 

class, would have access to the data collected and that they should leave the form blank if 

they wished not to participate. No students chose not to participate in the study. 
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Instrumentation 

Sentence Completion Test  

As this study is a partial replication of Jiang’s (2004b) study, the sentence 

completion test used in this study was modeled after Jiang’s instrument. The task asked 

the Japanese participants to judge the appropriate contextualized use of English word 

pairs that share a common translation in Japanese. 

 

The Pilot Tests 

To develop the final test forms, initially, twenty pairs of English words were 

selected for the pilot instrument: practice-exercise (練習/renshuu), trust-believe (信じる

/shinjiru), see-watch (見る/miru), admire-value (見上げる/miageru), teach-tell (教える

/oshieru), error-mistake (間違い/machigai), high-expensive (高い/takai), notice-realize  

(気がつく/kigatsuku), laugh-smile (笑う/warau), learn-know (知っている/shitteiru), 

hurt-ruin (形骸/keigai), forget-leave (忘れる/wasureru), speak-say (話す/hanasu), 

strong-dark (暗い/kurai), opportunity-chance (機会/kikai), work-job (仕事/shigoto), 

foot-leg (足/ashi), funny-strange (可笑しい/okashii), narrow-small (広い/hiroi), and see-

meet (逢う/au). The members of each pair can be translated as one Japanese word. 

An important first step in developing the pilot instrument was to write sentences 

in which the target words were used and for which native speakers of English agreed that 

the usage was appropriate; the goal was to produce sentences in which only one of the 

words was appropriate or both words were appropriate, according to the English native 
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speakers. To do this, ten sentences were chosen from the Bank of English (BNC) corpus 

for each word pair. Sentences that were fairly short and simple were chosen as well as 

sentences that included vocabulary the students were familiar with. This was a difficult 

task because many of the sentences in the BNC corpus are long and complex. In some 

cases, the sentences found in the BNC corpus were altered slightly by changing relatively 

low frequency vocabulary into higher frequency vocabulary or making syntactically 

complex sentences into shorter sentences to make them more comprehensible for the 

participants. The frequency of the non-target words in the instrument was calculated 

using the BNC corpus in the RANGE program: 91.1% of the words are in the 1st 1,000 

high frequency word families of English, 4.8% are in the 2nd 1,000 high frequency word 

families of English, and 1.7% are in the 3rd 1,000 most frequent word families of 

English. The remaining 2.4% of words were mainly proper nouns, such as people’s 

names and place names. The only content words found outside of the 3,000 word families 

were soccer, aerobics, celebrity, chess, Labrador, newscasts, part-time, president, and 

umbrella. The frequency of the target words is discussed in Chapter 4. 

Three pilot instrument tests were created with these sentences (see Appendices B-

D for the pilot tests). The target words were deleted from the sentences and the native 

speakers of English were asked to complete ten sentences for each word pair by 

indicating whether only one word fits or whether both of the target words fit. An example 

is as follows: 

I'd like to (           ) what the house looks like in daylight. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 
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The sentences were presented in groups, with each word pair separated as their 

own group. Each test was completed by ten native speakers of English in order to identify 

the sentences for which they all agreed on the correct answer. Each of the three tests was 

completed by different informants. The first test (Appendix B) was completed by five 

Americans, two Australians, and three British informants. The second test (Appendix C) 

was completed by six Americans and four British informants. The third test (Appendix 

D) was completed by five Americans, one New Zealander, two Australians, and two 

British informants. 

As reported by Jiang (2004b), there was considerable disagreement amongst the 

native speakers of English. In addition, some of the word pairs were problematic when 

translated to the one Japanese word that was considered to be a translation for each of the 

English words. Eventually, from the three pilot tests, six sentences for each of the 14 

word pairs, a total of 84 sentences, were selected; 90-100% of the native speakers of 

English agreed on the answers to these sentences. The other six word pairs, admire-value 

(見上げる/miageru), error-mistake (間違い/machigai), hurt-ruin (形骸/keigai), speak-

say (話す/hanasu), strong-dark (暗い/kurai), and narrow-small (広い/hiroi) were 

excluded due to translation problems. 

Therefore, six more word pairs were needed to complete the final pilot test 

instrument. In consultation with several native speakers of Japanese, the following six 

word pairs were selected: injure-hurt (疵付ける/kizutsukeru), ruin-damage (壊す

/kowasu), describe-explain (説明する/setsumeisuru), learn-study (学ぶ/manabu), hear-

listen to (聞く/kiku), and hold-take (続く/tsuzuku), and ten sentences were selected for 

each word pair. Ten native speakers of English completed this last pilot test with these six 
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word pairs (Appendix E). Again, based on the test results, six sentences each for these six 

word pairs in which 90-100% of the native speakers of English agreed were selected for 

the final test instrument. 

 

The Final Tests 

Eighty-six sentences from the first pilot tests and the 36 sentences from the 

second pilot test became the final test instrument for the study (See Appendices F-J for 

the final test forms). There are five test forms, each with 24 sentences for a total of 120 

sentences, which were completed by the participants at one-week intervals. Each test was 

made up of six sentences for each of the word pairs for a total of 24 sentences. A sample 

item is shown below: 

1. Did Harvey tell you to (                 ) me?  

 ! see  " meet  #$ A & B 

 

Latent Semantic Similarity 

Latent Semantic Similarity (LSS) is a term used in this paper to express the 

meaning of the values produced by LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) 

(http://lsa.colorado.edu/). Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) was first developed to address 

problems within the vector space model for Information Retrieval. It was developed at 

Bellcore (now Telcordia, a communications company) in the late 1980s and patented in 

1989. LSI is used to refer to indexing or information retrieval, as this method was 

originally developed for that purpose, but now it is called LSA when referring to other 

applications of the method. LSA is a statistical model of language learning and 

representation that uses vector averages in semantic space to assess similarity between 

words or texts (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). 
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LSA is a theory and method for extracting and representing the contextual-usage 

meaning of words by statistical computations applied to a large corpus of text. LSA 

determines the similarity of words or passage meanings through the analysis of large 

corpora. LSA produces measures of word-word, word-passage, and passage-passage 

relations that are found to correlate well with associations or semantic similarities 

(Landauer, Foltz & Laham, 1998). The model begins with a matrix taking words as rows 

and contexts as columns. The contexts can be anything, such as textbooks, students’ 

essays, or books. First, each word is associated with the contexts in which it is likely to 

appear. In addition to weighing frequency, the model also reflects the diagnosticity of a 

word for a context. For example, a word that appears in a variety of contexts is not as 

diagnostic as a word that occurs less often and only in a small number of contexts. Then, 

the model uses a mathematical technique called singular value decomposition (SVD) and 

dimension reduction to discover higher order associations between words. SVD works in 

a very similar way to factor analysis by reducing thousands of dimensions and 

relationships between words to a more manageable number. The model creates a vector 

in semantic space summarizing the information about the contexts in which each word is 

found. In this way, the similarity between two words can be determined by the cosine 

between their vectors (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). 

LSA has been found to correlate well with many human behaviors relating to 

language use, and therefore, it has become a tool in psychological and linguistic research. 

LSA has been found to imitate the vocabulary growth rate in school children (Landauer 

& Dumais, 1997), to be able to recognize synonyms almost as accurately as college-aged 

ESL speakers (Landauer & Dumais, 1994), to successfully simulate semantic priming 
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(Landauer & Dumais, 1997), and to assess essay quality in a way that is consistent with 

human graders (Landauer, et. al, 1998). Crossley et al. (2008) examined the semantic 

similarity between utterances produced by six English learners during a longitudinal 

study using SLA; their results showed the development of tighter semantic relations 

between utterances and words during the course of the study. 

The LSS similarity index of the word pairs used in this study gives them a 

similarity value in the range of 0 and 1; the closer the value is to 1, the more semantically 

similar the two words are, and the closer the value is to 0, the less semantically similar 

the two words are. For example, hear and listen to have a high LSS similarity value 

of .73, which indicates that they have strong semantic association. On the other hand, 

high and expensive have a low LSS similarity value of .27, which indicates that they do 

not have a strong semantic association. 

 

Research Design 

This study implements an ex post facto design, as there is no treatment involved 

and what happened to the participants prior to this study is not taken into account. 

Therefore, the aim is to examine the types and strengths of the relationship between three 

variables. The dependent variable is the participants’ semantic relatedness judgment 

knowledge (based on responses to the Sentence Completion Test), and the independent 

variables are BNC Lemma Frequency and Latent Semantic Similarity (LSS). Table 1 

below diagrams the research design by outlining the independent and dependent 

variables. 
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Table 1. The Research Design 

Dependent variable (semantic 

relatedness judgment task answer) 

Independent variables 

Answer choice 1: Non-synonymous 1 Lemma Frequency Latent Semantic Similarity  

Answer choice 2: Non-synonymous 2 Lemma Frequency Latent Semantic Similarity  

Answer choice 3: Synonymous Lemma Frequency Latent Semantic Similarity  

 

Lemma frequencies and LSS values for the target words are discussed in detail in Chapter 

4. 

 

Procedures 

Before beginning the data collection, each intact class participating in the study 

was randomly assigned one of the five test forms for each week (Appendices F-J). This 

was done for all five weeks prior to the first test. For example, during week 1 of the data 

collection, three classes completed forms 1 and 2, two classes completed forms 3 and 5, 

and one class completed form 4. 

The primary data collection took place over five weeks in November and 

December of 2005. The participants completed the five test forms, each of which was 

made up of 24 incomplete sentences for which students were asked to choose the word 

that correctly completes the sentence. A sample item is shown below: 

 

1. Did Harvey tell you to (                 ) me?  

 ! see  " meet  #$ A & B 

 

The participants completed one test per week in their required English 

Communication classes. They were given 10 minutes at the end of each class to complete 

the test. This was considered an appropriate amount of time for completing each test 
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based on a pilot study conducted in September of 2005 in which students took between 

four to nine minutes to complete each test form. The tests were counterbalanced between 

the intact classes, as shown in Table 2. In this way, a maximum of three intact classes per 

week completed the same form of the test. 

 

Table 2. Data Collection Schedule 

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 

Class 39: CD1 –  

Monday 2nd 

Form 1 

(11/17)  

Form 2 

(11/28) 

Form 4 

(12/5) 

Form 5 

(12/12) 

Form 3 

(12/19) 

Class 34: TM1 – 

Monday 3rd  

Form 2 

(11/21) 

Form 5 

(11/28) 

Form 3 

(12/5) 

Form 1 

(12/12) 

Form 4 

(12/19) 

Class 38: TM2 – 

Thursday 3rd  

Form 4 

(11/17)  

Form 3 

(11/24) 

Form 1 

(12/1) 

Form 2 

(12/8) 

Form 5 

(12/15) 

Class 35: TM3 – 

Thursday 4th  

Form 5 

(11/17)  

Form 1 

(11/24) 

Form 2 

(12/1) 

Form 3 

(12/8) 

Form 4 

(12/15) 

Class 32: JP1 –  

Thursday 4th  

Form 1 

(11/17)  

Form 3 

(11/24) 

Form 5 

(12/1) 

Form 4 

(12/8) 

Form 2 

(12/15) 

Class 30: JP2 –  

Thursday 5th  

Form 1 

(11/17)  

Form 4 

(11/24) 

Form 2 

(12/1) 

Form 5 

(12/8) 

Form 3 

(12/15) 

Class 40: CS1 –  

Friday 1st  

Form 3 

(11/18)  

Form 1 

(11/25) 

Form 4 

(12/2) 

Form 2 

(12/9) 

Form 5 

(12/16) 

Class 33: TM4 –  

Friday 2nd  

Form 5 

(11/18)  

Form 4 

(11/25) 

Form 1 

(12/2) 

Form 3 

(12/9) 

Form 2 

(12/16) 

Class 29: TM5 –  

Friday 3rd  

Form 2 

(11/18)  

Form 3 

(11/25) 

Form 1 

(12/2) 

Form 4 

(12/9) 

Form 5 

(12/16) 

Class 31: DC2 –  

Friday 1st   

Form 3 

(11/18)  

Form 4 

(11/25) 

Form 2 

(12/2) 

Form 5 

(12/9) 

Form 1 

(12/16) 

Class 37: DC3 –  

Friday 2nd  

Form 2 

(11/18)  

Form 5 

(11/25) 

Form 4 

(12/2) 

Form 1 

(12/9) 

Form 3 

(12/16) 

 

Analyses 

The data were analyzed using the tools available in the open-source statistical 

programming environment R (http://www.r-project.org/). R is a free software statistical 

package that includes linear and nonlinear modeling, classical statistical tests, 

classification, and clustering. R also enables the user to easily produce well-designed 
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plots. First, as preliminary analyses, the word frequencies and LSS figures for the target 

words were calculated. The word frequencies and their descriptive statistics were 

calculated using R, the LSS figures were calculated using the Latent Semantic Analysis 

(LSA) available at http://lsa.colorado.edu, and their descriptive statistics were calculated 

using R. 

First, to answer research questions 1 and 2, simple distribution statistics were 

calculated with R. In addition, R was used to generate visual images of the distributions. 

To answer the third research question, the data were analyzed with a mixed-effects model 

using linear regression analysis with a package for R named LME4 (http://CRAN.R-

project.org/package=lme4). Linguistic data are often characterized by diverse predictors, 

such as participant characteristics, their language abilities, and individual difference 

variables. Especially for naturalistic data, standard tests such as t-tests, analysis of 

variance, or chi-square tests are not sufficient to obtain a full understanding of the data. 

Analyses available through R can provide more information about the data, especially in 

comparison to commonly used statistical packages such as SPSS. Mixed models are a 

powerful class of models used for the analysis of correlated data. A key feature of mixed 

models is that by introducing random effects in addition to fixed effects, researchers can 

investigate multiple sources of variation. They are widely used to analyze linear 

regression relationships involving dependent data when the dependencies' structure is 

known (Baayen, 2008; Brown & Maindonald, 2003; Venables & Ripley, 2002). Baayen 

(2008) has argued that mixed-effect models should replace traditional regression 

modeling whenever real people are involved in an experiment or whenever items such as 

words are used to stand for a whole category of something. Random and mixed effects 
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modeling uses linear regression. However, it differs from traditional regression modeling 

because with regression modeling in R, it is possible to remove unwanted variance from 

the model that is generated. In this study, the goal is to identify the factors that influence 

knowledge of L2 words that share a common L1 translation equivalent. However, the 

participants and word pairs that are used in the study also contribute variance and 

therefore influence the results. Because I am not interested in the participants (a sample 

of a population) or the word pairs (a sample of a larger population of L2 word pairs that 

share a common equivalent), it is possible to get a clearer picture of the effects that are 

the focus of the study using random and mixed effects modeling. Each answer choice 

(correct of incorrect) by a participant for each item (120 items x 244 participants = 

29,280) is part of the regression analysis. In this study, three possible answer choices for 

the semantic relatedness judgment task by the participants as a Y (dependent variable) 

and lemma frequency and LSS as X (predictors) are investigated. Linear regression 

analysis can be applied to quantify the strength of the relationship between these effects, 

and in this way determine which effects can be discarded and which are significant 

(Baayen, 2008; Brown & Maindonald, 2003; Venables & Ripley, 2002). In this study, the 

goal is to build a predictive mathematical model for learning partially synonymous L2 

vocabulary items that have one L1 translation by examining two variables, lemma 

frequency and LSS, both of which are hypothesized to affect the difficulty of acquiring 

these types of items. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, the results of the statistical analyses are presented. First, the results 

for the preliminary analyses dealing with the target word frequencies and lemma 

similarity values are presented followed by the primary analyses performed using R. 

After the results for the distributions of the supplied and correct answers are presented 

and shown graphically, the results for the mixed models generated in R are shown. 

Finally, the results for the best model are presented. 

 

Preliminary Analyses 

First, the lemma frequencies using the BNC corpus in the RANGE program and 

their descriptive statistics for the target words were calculated. Table 3 shows the lemma 

frequencies for each word pair, with the most frequent word of the pair on the left and the 

less frequent word of the pair on the right. Some of the word pairs, such as know and 

learn, have quite different frequencies; know (5.252) is much more frequent than learn 

(4.217). However, other word pairs, such as opportunity (4.201) and chance (4.186), have 

similar frequencies. This was natural because the main criterion for choosing the word 

pairs was for them to share a common Japanese equivalent. Due to the limited availability 

of word pairs in English that translate to the same word in Japanese, it was impossible to 

choose word pairs only if certain frequency criteria were fulfilled. In addition, it was 

important that the participants knew the meaning of all the words used in the study, and 

thus, this was another limiting factor in not being able to choose word pairs with large 
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frequency differences. The normal assumptions for regression were met in this data. Most 

importantly, the assumptions of normality, linearity and homoscedasticity were checked 

and met. 

 

Table 3. Lemma Frequencies for Each Word Pair 

More frequent word  Less frequent word 

Lemma 

Frequency 

(log)  Lemma 

Frequency 

(log) 

believe 4.514  trust 3.478 

damage 3.472  ruin 3.035 

describe 4.343  explain 4.252 

foot 4.303  leg 4.046 

hear 4.516  listen to 3.946 

high 4.504  expensive 3.759 

hurt 3.580  injure 3.135 

know 5.252  learn 4.217 

learn 4.217  study 3.920 

leave 4.723  forget 4.085 

opportunity 4.201  chance 4.186 

practice 4.373  exercise 4.012 

realize 4.156  notice 3.912 

see 5.267  meet 4.470 

see 5.267  watch 4.258 

smile 4.164  laugh 3.974 

strange 3.782  funny 3.635 

take 5.238  hold 4.609 

tell 4.853  teach 3.907 

work 4.705  job 4.502 

 

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for the lemma frequency data. The 

statistics indicate that there was very little skewness or kurtosis. 

 

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics for Lemma Frequency (log) (N = 40) 

M SD Skew SE Skew Kurtosis SE Kurtosis SE 95% CI 

4.192 0.520 0.051 0.374 -0.090 0.733 0.084 4.027-4.357 
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The qqplot (Figure 9) indicated some deviations from normality in both tails of the 

distribution. However, a Shapiro-Wilks test indicated that the distribution is satisfactorily 

normal (W = 0.978, p = .66). 

 

Figure 9. qqplot of lemma frequency (log) (N = 40). 

 

Next, the LSS values and their descriptive statistics were calculated. Table 5 

shows the LSS values for each word pair. For this study, I decided that (a) an LSS value 

between .70–1.00 indicates that the words are similar, (b) an LSS value between .30–.70 

indicates that the words are moderately similar, and (c) an LSS value between 0–.30 
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indicates that the words are not similar. As shown in Table 5, the most similar word pair 

is hear and listen to. This is indicated by the LSS value of .73. Thirteen of the word pairs 

are moderately similar, as they have LSS values between .40-.70, and six word pairs are 

not similar given that their LSS values are below .30. The least similar word pair is 

practice and exercise (LSS value = .20). 

 

Table 5. Latent Semantic Similarity (Lemma) for Word Pairs  

Word pair Latent semantic similarity 

hear listen to .73 

smile laugh .60 

see watch .59 

describe explain .54 

leave forget .53 

work job .53 

foot leg .52 

opportunity chance .50 

know learn .43 

believe trust .42 

take hold .41 

learn study .40 

strange funny .33 

see meet .32 

tell teach .29 

realize notice .29 

high expensive .27 

damage ruin .24 

hurt injure .24 

practice exercise .20 

Note. The more frequent lemma is shown in the far left column.  
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Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics for the LSS values. The descriptive 

statistics indicate that the Latent Semantic Similarity values are slightly positively 

skewed and slightly platykurtic. 

 

Table 6. Descriptive Statistics for Latent Semantic Similarity (N = 20) 

M SD Skew SE Skew Kurtosis SE Kurtosis SE 95% CI 

0.419 0.145 0.258 0.512 -1.031 0.992 0.032 0.082-0.208 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. qqplot of Latent Semantic Similarity (N = 20). 
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The qqplot (Figure 10) of the data also suggested some deviation from normality 

in the left tail. However, a Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality showed that the data are 

satisfactorily normally distributed (W = 0.956, p = .47). 

 

Primary Analyses 

After the preliminary analyses were completed, the primary statistical analyses 

were performed. The first research question asked whether the learners’ knowledge of 

partially synonymous words was biased towards or away from synonymy, regardless of 

the correctness of their judgment in the task. According to previous research by Jiang 

(2004), because the L1 partially synonymous word maps onto two L2 words, the 

participants will supply answers randomly, with no bias either way. This issue was 

addressed by calculating the distributions of the supplied answers, synonymous answer 

choices and non-synonymous answer choices, by the participants. 

Tables 7 and 8 show the participants’ responses for the entire test and the 

distribution of the answers regardless of correctness. Table 7 shows the overall 

distribution of the three types of answer choices: the more frequent non-synonymous 

option, the less frequent non-synonymous option, and the synonymous option. The 

participants chose the synonymous choice much less frequently (6,458 times; 22.15% of 

the time) than the other two choices, the more frequent non-synonymous choice (11,779 

times; 40.39% of the time) and the less frequent non-synonymous choice (10,923 times; 

37.46% of the time). Thus, the answer to research question 1 is that the participants chose 

the non-synonymous choice much more frequently (77.85% of the time) than the 

synonymous choice (22.15% of the time). Table 8 shows the distribution for each word, 

again regardless of the correctness of the participants’ answers. 
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Next, a Chi-square test was performed to check whether the choice of answers was 

evenly distributed across the three options, the more frequent non-synonymous choice, 

the less frequent non-synonymous choice or the synonymous choice. The Chi-square test 

results show that the answers are not evenly distributed. In other words, the participants’ 

response patterns were not random and the options were not selected the same number of 

times (1,458 times), !2
(2, N = 29,160) = 1,679.767, p = .000. The data also suggest a 

strong bias against the synonymous option in favor of the non-synonymous options. The 

synonymous option was chosen 22,702 times (77.85% of the time), which was markedly 

above the expected 66.67% (z = 40.52, binomial p < .000). There also appeared to be a 

smaller, but statistically significant, bias toward the more frequent non-synonymous 

option, which was chosen 40.39% of the time overall (z = 25.57, binomial p < .000) and 

which accounted for about 51.89% of the subjects’ non-synonymous choices (z = 40.52, 

binomial p < .000). 

 

Table 7. Overall Distribution of Answers by Type 

 

Non-synonymous 

(Single word) option 

Synonymous 

option 

 

Total !
2
 (df = 2) p 

 

More 

frequent 

Less 

frequent     

Frequency 11,779 10,923 6,458 29,160 1,679.767 .000 

Proportion 40.39% 37.46% 22.15% 100.00%   
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Table 8. Distribution of Answers by Type for Each Word Pair 

Word pair 

Non-synonymous 

(Single word) 

option 

Synonymous 

option 

!
2
 (df = 

2) p 

More 

frequent 

Less 

frequent 

More 

frequent 

Less 

frequent    

strange funny 615 490 353 70.671 .000 

believe trust 520 457 481 4.160 .125 

high expensive 734 487 237 254.128 .000 

tell teach 707 366 385 151.115 .000 

realize notice 533 600 325 84.621 .000 

smile laugh 667 445 346 111.198 .000 

opportunity chance 348 724 386 176.313 .000 

hurt injure 738 437 283 220.399 .000 

damage ruin 648 528 282 143.259 .000 

leave forget 601 597 260 157.658 .000 

work job 547 511 400 24.160 .000 

foot leg 539 654 265 164.350 .000 

practice exercise 544 505 409 19.864 .000 

see watch 533 680 245 201.494 .000 

know learn 629 540 289 127.930 .000 

describe explain 457 635 366 77.041 .000 

see meet 669 445 344 113.856 .000 

learn study 476 555 427 17.165 .000 

hear listen to 564 761 133 424.523 .000 

take hold 710 506 242 226.568 .000 

 

Figure 11 shows this distribution visually with a scatterplot. This figure clearly 

shows the participants’ bias against the synonymous option because no word pairs are 

shown in the upper portion. The figure also shows that the synonymous option the 

participants chose the most was with the word pair trust and believe, which is shown 

closest to the top of the triangle. On the other hand, the synonymous option they chose 

the fewest number of times was with the word pair hear and listen to, which is shown 

closest to the bottom of the triangle. 
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Figure 11. Scatterplot showing biases for each word pair  

Table 9. Distribution of Supplied and Correct Answers by Frequency, Synonymy, and 

Accuracy 

 

 

Correct    

answer     

Response 

More 

frequent 

Less 

frequent Synonymous Total 

Response 

accuracy 

More Frequent 6,133 1,899 2,345 10,377 .591 

Less Frequent 2,019 6,187 4,119 12,325 .502 

Synonymous 1,568 1,634 3,256 6,458 .504 

Total 9,720 9,720 9,720 29,160  

Context Accuracy .631 .637 .335  .534 
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The second research question asked to what extent word frequency biases 

learners’ knowledge of partial synonyms; whether it is toward the more frequent or less 

frequent of the non-synonymous options. Table 9 shows the distribution of the supplied 

answers and the correct answers. The bottom row in the table shows the context accuracy 

of the participants’ answers; context accuracy is much lower with the synonymous 

choices (33.5%) than with either the more frequent choices (63.1%) or the less frequent 

choices (63.7%). However, there is a smaller difference in response accuracy, which is 

shown in the last column, with the participants’ supplying the correct answer for more 

frequent choices 59.1% of the time, less frequent choices 50.2% of the time, and 

synonymous choices 50.4% of the time. 

Figures 12 and 13 show these distributions visually using a contingency table and 

an association plot. In Figure 12, the x-axis shows the correct answer and the y-axis 

shows the answer supplied by the participants. As shown in the figure, the participants 

overwhelmingly choose the more frequent answer choice and very infrequently choose 

the synonymous answer choice. 

In Figure 13, the x-axis shows the correct answer and the y-axis shows the answer 

supplied by the participants. Again, we can see that the students chose the more frequent 

answer too often, and the synonymous option too infrequently. Both figures show that the 

participants tend to (over)generalize the more frequent word responses to both other 

contexts while they tend to (over)generalize the less frequent word responses to the more 

frequent context only. In addition, they tend to (over)generalize the synonymous 

responses to both other contexts. 
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Figure 12. Visual representation of contingency Table 9 showing the distribution of 

supplied (y-axis, labeled response) and correct (x-axis, labeled context) answers by 

frequency, synonymy, and accuracy. 
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Figure 13. Association plot of contingency Table 9 showing the distribution of supplied 

(y-axis, labeled response) and correct (x-axis, labeled context) answers by frequency, 

synonymy, and accuracy. 

 

Furthermore, the exploratory data analysis shows a clear relationship between the 

participants’ responses (correct/incorrect) and the relative frequency of non-synonymous 

items and synonymous items (see Table 10). As shown in Table 10, the participants 

accuracy rate with the synonymous options is much lower (33.5%) than with either the 

more frequent choices (63.1%) or the less frequent choices (63.7%). Figure 14 shows a 

mosaic plot of this relationship based on the data in Table 10. In Figure 14, the x-axis 
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shows the correct answer for the items by type and the y-axis shows the accuracy of the 

participants’ answers. The participants’ supplied a correct answer more often when the 

correct answer was the more frequent of the word pair, and they supplied an incorrect 

answer more often when both answers in a word pair were correct, the synonymous 

option. 

 

Table 10. Contingency Table of Correct and Incorrect Responses by Relative Frequency 

of Non-Synonymous Contexts and Synonymous Contexts 

 

Response Non-synonymous Synonymous 

 More frequent Less frequent  

Correct 6,133 6,187 3,256 

 63.10% 63.67% 33.50% 

Incorrect 3,587 3,533 6,464 

 36.90% 36.35% 66.50% 

 

The third research question asked about the relationship between the item facility of the 

non-synonymous options and word frequency and similarity. This question concerns the 

relationship between depth of lexical knowledge and performance and usage-based 

lexical statistics of BNC lemma frequency and latent semantic similarity. Table 11 shows 

the item facility (IF) for each word and word pair. The IF is the proportion of the 

participants who chose each word or synonymy correctly. It treats each answer choice as 

an independent item and gives the choices a value of 0 (the two wrong answers) or 1 

(correct answer). In other words, the value indicates how often the participants correctly 

answered the questions. The closer the value is to 1, the more frequently the participants 

were correct. For example, the participants were almost always correct when answering 

items dealing with know (94% correctness) and high (93% correctness). On the other  
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Figure 14. Mosaic plot of correct and incorrect responses by frequency of non-

synonymous contexts and synonymous contexts. Correct answer by item is labeled 

context, and the accuracy of the participants’ answers is labeled accuracy. 
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Table 11. Item Facility for Each Word and Word Pair  

More 
frequent 

Item 
facility 

Less 
frequent 

Item 
facility 

Pair item 
facility 

Overall 
item facility 

leave .86 forget .89 .43 .73 

know .94 learn .76 .36 .69 

strange .79 funny .78 .46 .68 

high .93 expensive .52 .40 .62 

see .88 meet .56 .35 .60 

learn .81 study .60 .39 .60 

practice .65 exercise .62 .50 .59 

take .81 hold .60 .26 .56 

tell .72 teach .49 .43 .55 

smile .73 laugh .48 .45 .55 

believe .61 trust .47 .46 .51 

hear .81 listen to .59 .08 .49 

work .62 job .45 .36 .48 

foot .67 leg .49 .28 .48 

describe .52 explain .53 .34 .46 

opportunity .37 chance .64 .38 .46 

realize .57 notice .51 .25 .44 

see .65 watch .50 .12 .42 

hurt .67 injure .33 .19 .40 

damage .51 ruin .39 .21 .37 

 

hand, they were most incorrect with the synonymous items dealing with hear-listen to 

(8% correctness), see-watch (12% correctness), and hurt-injure (19% correctness). 

Again, we can see that the correctness for the word pair options, the synonymous items, 

is always (100% of the time) lower than the non-synonymous items. 

Figure 15 shows a (smoothed) plot of correctness of responses with frequency 

(log) for all the participants. In other words, it is a smoothed participant by participant 

plot of item facility by frequency. The horizontal x-axis represents the logarithm of the 

frequency of the correct answer choice, labeled LogCorretFreq, and the vertical y-axis 

shows the score, or the Item Facility, of the items, labeled Score. The number for 

LogCorrectFreq seen in the figure is the frequency of the items, from less frequent to 

more frequent, while the number for Score seen in the figure is the participants’ 

combined accuracy. As can be seen, the slope in most cases tends to rise. This indicates 
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that successful performance is related to higher frequency. The more frequent the correct 

answer is, the more likely the participants are to answer it correctly. 

Figure 16 shows the correctness of the participants’ answers in regards to lemma 

similarity. The x-axis shows lemma similarity while the y-axis shows the participants’ 

accuracy. The number for Similarity lemma seen in the figure is the LSS value of the 

items, from less similar to more similar, while the number for Score is the participants’ 

combined accuracy. Unlike Figure 15, which shows clearly rising slopes, the trend is 

mixed here. There is some individual variation in the curves as some are rising, some are 

falling, and some are flat. A rising curve indicates that the more similar the word pairs 

are, the more likely the participants were to answer it correctly. On the other hand, a 

falling curve indicates that the more similar the word pairs are, the more likely the 

participants were to answer it incorrectly. Flat curves indicate that the lemma similarity 

did not affect the participants’ answers. 
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Figure 15. A plot of correctness of responses with frequency for each participant. 
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Figure 16. A plot of correctness of responses with lemma similarity for each participant. 
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Based on the exploratory data analysis, next, ten mixed models, with a dependent 

variable, fixed effects, and random effects, which could potentially explain the data, were 

generated in R and investigated. Each model is explained in detail below. Table 12 shows 

the models that were generated and that converged on a solution.
1
 The models consist of 

four predictors (fixed effects): (a) frequency of the correct answer choice, (b) frequency 

of the wrong answer of the pair, (c) the latent semantic similarity index of the word pair, 

and (d) synonymy of the word pairs. The dependent variable is the participants’ total 

scores. The participants are the random effects in Model 1, and the participants and word 

pairs are random effects in Models 2 to 6. The aim of these models is to eliminate the 

variation caused by the particular sample of learners and the word pairs used in the study 

and thus make the models more generalizable (see Baayen, 2008 for a discussion). 

Models 1 and 2 include the simple effects and interactions between the frequency 

of the correct answer and synonymy plus the simple effects and interaction between LSS 

and synonymy plus the simple effects and interaction between the frequency of the 

incorrect answer and synonymy. Model 1, however, has only the participants as a random 

variable, while Model 2 has the participants and word pairs as random variables. A 

likelihood ratio test of these two models (Table 13) indicates that Model 2 is statistically 

significantly better that Model 1 (!2
 = 996.580, df = 1, p < .000); therefore, both the 

participants and word pairs were treated as random effects in all subsequent models. 

                                                
1
 More sophisticated models with nesting of random variables failed to converge within 

10,000 iterations or required more than the 4GB of computer RAM. Participants and 

word pairs contribute irrelevant variance, however, within each word pair there were two 

items for each possible answer and these items are also a sample of larger population of 

possible items. These items there also contribute irrelevant variance. The items are also 

nested within the word pairs. In a more sophisticated model, the variance produced by the 

word pairs and the variance produced by the items nested within the word pairs would try 

to be eliminated. 
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Table 12. Dependent Variables, Fixed Effects, and Random Effects in the Ten Models 

Tested 

 

Model 

Dependent 

variable Fixed effects Random effects 

1 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq * Synonymy +          

LSS * Synonymy +             

LogOtherFreq * Synonymy Participant 

2 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq * Synonymy +  

LSS * Synonymy +  

LogOtherFreq * Synonymy 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

3 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq: Synonymy +                     

LSS:Synonymy +  

LogOtherFreq: Synonymy 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

4 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq +  

LSS: Synonymy +  

LogOtherFreq: Synonymy 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

5 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq: Synonymy +  

LSS + 

LogOtherFreq: Synonymy 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

6 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq: Synonymy +  

LSS: Synonymy +  

LogOtherFreq 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

7 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq: Synonymy +  

LSS + 

LogOtherFreq 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

8 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq +  

LSS: Synonymy +  

LogOtherFreq 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

9 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq +  

LSS + 

LogOtherFreq: Synonymy 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

10 Total Test Score 

LogCorrectFreq + 

Synonymy + 

LSS +  

LogOtherFreq 

Participant + 

Word.Pair 

Note. The symbol : denotes only an interaction; * denotes a simple effect combined with 

an interaction; and, + denotes plus  

 

Table 13. Likelihood Ratio Test Comparing Models 1 and 2 

Model df AIC BIC logLik !2 Chi df Pr(> !2)  

1 9 36988 37063 -18485     

2 10 35994 36076 -17987 996.580 1 0.000 *** 

*** p = .001 
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Model 3 removes all three simple effects from the model, leaving only the 

interaction between the frequency of the correct item and synonymy of the word pairs 

plus the interaction between lemma similarity and synonymy. Models 4 to 6 consist of 

interaction with synonymy and the frequency of the correct item or the frequency of the 

incorrect item and one simple effect, and Models 7 to 9 consist of the interaction of the 

frequency of the correct item and synonymy and two simple effects. Model 10 consists of 

four simple effects. Likelihood ratio tests (Table 14) indicate that a model consisting only 

of interactions, Model 3, best accounts for the data. The details of these random effects 

for the model are shown in Table 15 and the fixed effects in Table 16. The models are in 

order in Table 15, with the best model at the bottom. The last column on the right also 

shows when there is a significant statistical difference in comparison to the previous 

model on top. The table shows Model 2 to be the best model, however, it shows no 

significant difference between this model and the previous model, Model 3. Because 

Model 3 has a smaller degree of freedom and a lower AIC than Model 2, and therefore, is 

a more parsimonious model, it is chosen as the best model. 

 

Table 14. Likelihood Ratio Tests Comparing Models 2 to 10 

Model df AIC BIC logLik !2 Chi df Pr(> !2) 

7 7 36044 36101 -18015    

8 7 36014 36072 -18000 29.274 0 0.000*** 

9 7 36040 36098 -18013 0.000 0 1.000 

10 7 36062 36120 -18024 0.000 0 1.000 

4 8 35994 36060 -17989 70.155 1 0.000*** 

5 8 36041 36108 -18013 0.000 0 1.000 

6 8 36041 36108 -18013 0.000 0 1.000 

3 9 35992 36066 -17987 51.687 1 0.000*** 

2 10 35994 36076 -17987 0.013 1 0.909 
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Table 15. Model 3 Random Effects 

Groups Name Variance SD 

Subject (Intercept) 0.056 0.237 

Word Pair (Intercept) 0.187 0.433 

 

As Table 16 shows, Item Facility (IF), the score, of the Synonymous items is 

more strongly influenced by Correct Frequency (Estimate = 1.160, p = .000) than it is 

with the NonSynonymous items (0.949, p = .000). The IF of the Synonymous items is 

negatively influenced by Similarity (p = .011). The IF of the NonSynonymous items is 

not influenced by similarity (p < .05). The IF of the Synonymous items is more strongly 

influenced by the frequency of the incorrect item in a pair (-0.630, p = .000) than the IF 

of the NonSynonymous items  (-0.362, p = .004). 

 

Table 16. Model 3 Fixed Effects 

  Estimate SE z value Pr(>|z|) 

(Intercept)  -1.702 0.958 -1.777 .076 

Synonymy:LogCorrectFreq     

 IF NonSynonymous 0.949 0.125 7.583 .000*** 

 IF Synonymous 1.160 0.160 7.236 .000*** 

Synonymy:Similarity lemma     

 IF NonSynonymous -0.389 0.749 -0.519 .604 

 IF Synonymous -1.940 0.762 -2.547 .011* 

Synonymy:LogOther Freq     

 IF NonSynonymous -0.362 0.124 -2.912 .004** 

 IF Synonymous -0.630 0.146 -4.310 .000*** 

 

Figure 17 shows these relationships visually. In Figure 17, the y-axis shows the 

participants’ total correct score for the tests while the x-axis shows the frequency of the 

correct item on top, the frequency of the incorrect item in the middle, and the lemma 

similarity at the bottom. The solid lines represent the synonymous answer choices and the 

dashed lines represent the non-synonymous answer choices. 
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Figure 17. Plots of statistically significant interactions of Synonymy with Frequency 

Correct (top), Frequency Other (middle) and Similarity (bottom) (Synonymous items are 

shown as solid lines and non-synonymous items as dashed lines). 
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The variance accounted for by the model is low at R
2 
= 0.152. However, the R

2
 of 

the same model with only the linguistic variables (i.e., with the participant random effects 

removed) is .138, an indication that about 90% (.138/.152) of the variance in the model is 

accounted for by the linguistic variables. This is important because Baayen (2008) 

explains that with mixed modeling, several different sources of variance are modeled 

simultaneously. Both the fixed effects and the random effects contribute to the variance 

explained. A large part of the explained variance is often due to by-item and by-

participant variability. Therefore, the R
2 
with the participant random effect included does 

not tell us much; an R
2
 with the participant random effect removed, as was done above, is 

a more reliable figure. 

As a point of reference, a more traditional Multiple Linear Regression was 

performed with the IF (mean score) of each word (or word pair) as the dependent 

variable. Results for this analysis are shown in Table 17. Multiple R
2
 is .653 (F = 16.59, 

df = 6, 53, p = .000); however, the synonymy-lemma similarity interaction and the 

synonymy-frequency of the incorrect item interaction are not statistically significant. The 

best model (found using the step function and Linear Regression in R) is shown in Table 

18. The model consists of three simple effects, the frequency (log) of the correct answer, 

the frequency (log) of the other answer and synonymy, with LSS disappearing from the 

model. The multiple R
2
 of this model is .627 (F = 31.35, df = 3, 56,  p = .000). 
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Table 17. Linear Multiple Regression Results for Model 3 

 Estimate SE 

t 

value Pr(>|t|)  

(Intercept) 0.167 0.161 1.033 0.306  

LogCorrectFreq:SynonymyNonSynonymous 0.191 0.039 4.861 0.000 *** 

LogCorrectFreq:SynonymySynonymous 0.132 0.109 1.220 0.228  

SynonymyNonSynonymous:LogOtherFreq -0.073 0.039 -1.857 0.069 . 

SynonymySynonymous:LogOtherFreq -0.048 0.086 -0.558 0.579  

SynonymyNonSynonymous:Similarity_lemma -0.072 0.152 -0.476 0.636  

SynonymySynonymous:Similarity_lemma -0.339 0.222 -1.529 0.132  

*** p = .001 
 

Table 18. Best Linear Multiple Regression Model 

 Estimate SE t value Pr(>|t|)  

(Intercept) 0.254 0.161 1.574 0.121  

LogCorrectFreq 0.171 0.038 4.503 0.000 *** 

SynonymySynonymous -0.235 0.038 -6.159 0.000 *** 

LogOtherFreq -0.081 0.035 -2.281 0.026 * 

*** p = ‘***’.001, ‘*’ .05 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the results from the statistical analyses are discussed. First, the 

results for the first research question, whether the participants are biased towards or away 

from synonymy, are discussed, and this is followed by a discussion of the results for the 

second research question concerning the effect of word frequency on the participants’ 

vocabulary knowledge and the results for the third research question concerning the 

relationship between depth of lexical knowledge, performance, and usage-based lexical 

statistics. Finally, the pedagogical implications of the study are discussed. 

  

Research Question 1: Bias Towards or Away from Synonymy 

 The first research question investigated in this study asked whether learner 

knowledge of partially synonymous words is biased towards or away from synonymy. It 

was accompanied by Hypothesis 1a: Because the L1 word maps onto two L2 words, the 

participants will supply answers randomly; thus, each answer will be supplied one-third 

of the time. Hypothesis 1a was formulated based on Jiang’s (2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) 

research indicating that when an L1 word maps onto two L2 words, participants supply 

answers randomly. Jiang hypothesized that L2 lexical entries contain the semantic 

information copied from their L1 translation, a hypothesis called the L1 lemma mediation 

hypothesis. Therefore, when L2 words share the same L1 translation like the word pairs 

in this study do, their lexical entries are hypothesized to share the same semantic content. 

Based on this reasoning, Jiang concluded that if foreign language learners rely on their 
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L1 semantic structures when using these L2 word pairs, they will use them 

interchangeably, and thus produce errors randomly. In this case, this would occur because 

the two English words are not distinguishable in Japanese. If this is the case, each of the 

three answer choices would have been supplied 33.3% of the time. This hypothesis was 

not supported given that the participants chose the synonymous answer choice 22.15% of 

the time, the less frequent non-synonymous answer choice 37.46% of the time, and the 

more frequent non-synonymous answer choice 40.39% of the time. This indicates that the 

participants did not randomly guess the answers or that random guessing occurred only 

some of the time and that one or more other factors influence their answers. This finding 

indicates that the participants have acquired semantic knowledge that permits them to 

differentiate some of the partially synonymous word pairs from each other. This finding 

differs from the results reported in previous studies by Jiang, most of which indicated that 

participants supplied answers randomly in experiments similar to the current study. 

Hypothesis 1b stated that learners assume that the L2 words are synonymous 

because the L1 word maps onto both L2 words. Thus, when they make lexical choices 

like the ones tested in this study, their responses are biased towards the synonymous 

option. Hypothesis 1b was also based on Jiang’s (2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) results, 

which indicated that learners’ responses are biased toward the synonymous choice 

because they assume that the L2 word pairs are synonymous. This is thought to occur 

because the L1 word maps onto both L2 words as explained by the L1 lemma mediation 

hypothesis. Jiang speculated that if the participants did not supply answers randomly, 

they would then be biased towards the synonymous choice because they are unable to 

differentiate between the two similar L2 words as they point to the same semantic entry 
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in the L1. This hypothesis was also not supported, as the results indicated that the 

participants selected the non-synonymous choice much more frequently (77.85% of the 

time) than the synonymous choice (22.15% of the time); thus, the participants’ answers 

were biased away from the synonymous choice. This finding indicates that some lexical 

development has taken place in regards to the word pairs used in this study or that the 

participants are aware that even though these word pairs translate to the same word in 

their first language, they somehow differ from each other in English. Therefore, they are 

biased away from the synonymous use of the words. If this is correct, then it is possible 

that some students prefer to use a single core meaning for each word some of the time. 

According to Jiang (2002), translation equivalents, such as the word pairs in this study 

that translate to one word in the participants’ first language, rarely share identical 

meanings, however, they often share a core meaning. Some students have likely learned 

this core meaning, and therefore, continue to use that core meaning. Jiang (2002) also 

stated that words are used more often with these core meanings than with the other 

peripheral meanings, and these instances cover the majority of instances for each word. 

However, because of the overlap between the core meaning and peripheral meanings 

between two words, students can often use L2 word pairs that are partially synonymous 

successfully, even if they are translating them into a singular L1 meaning. The following 

example shows how this strategy works. The Japanese word manabu is a broad concept 

that covers both English translations of learn and study. In receptive use, each English 

word activates the Japanese translation, making it difficult for Japanese learners of 

English to notice semantic differences between learn and study because the Japanese 

translation has all the senses for both English words. This creates confusion for learners, 
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and this confusion can possibly lead some learners to adopt a one-word one-meaning 

strategy (Willis, 1998). According to this assumption, when faced with several different 

meaning senses and uses for the same L2 vocabulary item, learners try to make sense of 

this confusion by learning and adopting a single central meaning for the word. 

Another explanation is that the students are using an avoidance strategy, which 

occurs when L2 learners avoid a target language word or structure they think is difficult 

and choose to use an expression or structure they find easier when facing a difficulty in 

the target language. This strategy is used to prevent possible errors in L2 use (Dagut & 

Laufer, 1985; Ellis, 1989). Several researchers have looked at avoidance strategy use. 

Dagut and Laufer (1985) looked at Israeli English learners performance on phrasal verbs 

in English that do not exist in Hebrew. The participants were given three tests; a multiple-

choice test, a verb translation test, and a verb memorizing test. They also tested the 

frequency of avoidance in different types of phrasal verbs. The researchers concluded 

that most of the participants avoided using phrasal verbs and preferred one-word verbs 

instead. The results showed that this avoidance was most evident in the use of figurative 

phrasal verbs. Dagut and Laufer concluded that this avoidance could be explained by the 

structural differences between English and Hebrew. In a follow-up study, Laufer and 

Eliasson (1993) examined the use of phrasal verbs with advanced Swedish learners of 

English, whose native language, Swedish, has the same phrasal verbs as English. The 

participants in their study were given a multiple-choice test and a translation test, which 

followed a comprehension test given to a control group to establish passive knowledge of 

the phrasal verbs. The researchers then compared the results with those of Dagut and 

Laufer (1985). The results showed that phrasal verbs were avoided by learners whose L1 
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did not have them, but they were not avoided by learners who had phrasal verbs in their 

L1, like Swedish. They concluded that the best predictor for avoidance was the 

differences between L1 and L2. Laufer (2000) examined the avoidance of English idioms 

by Hebrew English learners. The goal of this study was to determine whether avoidance 

of English idioms was determined by the degree of similarity to their Hebrew 

counterparts, and this was done by establishing four degrees of similarity. Fifty-six 

university students were given a fill-in translation task involving 20 idioms. Laufer 

concluded that overall, idioms were not avoided. However, less proficient L2 learners 

were more likely to avoid idioms and the more similar the expressions were in the L1 and 

L2, the more avoidance took place. In this study, the participants might have avoided the 

synonymous choice because choosing that option potentially requires knowledge of both 

words whereas only choosing one of the other two options requires only the knowledge 

of that one word. Thus, they might have been biased against the synonymous option. 

Either confusion or the difficulty of the synonymous option could be the reason for 

avoidance. 

Hypothesis 2 stated that learners tend to adopt a one-word one-meaning 

assumption when they acquire L2 words; thus, their responses will be biased towards the 

non-synonymous option. This hypothesis was based on previous research by Willis 

(1998), who stated that learners are likely to adopt a one-word, one-meaning assumption 

when they acquire L2 words. This hypothesis was supported. As explained above, the 

participants overwhelmingly chose the non-synonymous answer choices, thereby 

showing a strong bias against the synonymous option. For example, with the word pair 

high and expensive, the participants chose the synonymous choice 237 times, chose the 
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more frequent answer choice (high) 734 times, and selected the less frequent answer 

choice (expensive) 487 times. With the word pair damage and ruin, the participants chose 

the synonymous choice 282 times, selected the more frequent answer choice (damage) 

648 times, and chose the less frequent answer choice (ruin) 528 times. This one-word 

one-meaning explanation also assumes that the participants are avoiding the other 

meaning senses of the word, so the avoidance strategy is part of adapting a singular 

meaning for an L2 word. 

In addition to supplying the non-synonymous choice much more frequently, the 

participants’ accuracy rate was also much higher with the non-synonymous choices. 

While the participants supplied the correct answer 33.5% of the time for a synonymous 

choice, they did so 63.1% of the time for the more frequent answer choice, and 63.7% of 

the time for the less frequent answer choice. This finding that there is a strong bias 

against the synonymous answer choices supports Willis’ (1998) suggestion about the 

one-word one-meaning assumption. 

This finding also supports Laufer’s (1990) suggestion that once a particular 

vocabulary item has been learned, learners do not think that it is important to acquire 

another item to express the same meaning, and therefore, it can take much more time and 

exposure to acquire a second, partially synonymous, vocabulary item. This might be 

because the errors produced when learners use partially synonymous word pairs generally 

do not cause serious miscommunication or comprehension difficulty. Students might 

produce awkward sentences such as His salary is expensive, but such errors will not 

result in serious communication breakdowns, and will therefore not elicit negative 

feedback. In most cases, they might be ignored by interlocutors because the meaning can 
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be understood in the context. This scenario would result in the L2 user’s not being aware 

of the incorrect use, and this would only strengthen the connection between an L2 word 

and the transferred single core meaning acquired for it. If the participants have acquired 

one central meaning for each word and reject the possibility of being able to use another 

similar word in the same context, they would be biased against the synonymous answer 

choices, as was the case in this study. 

 

Research Question 2: The Effect of Word Frequency 

The second research question investigated to what extent word frequency biases 

learners’ knowledge of partial synonyms, such as the word pairs in this study. Jiang 

(2000, 2002, 2004a, 2004b) did not take word frequency into account, and he provided no 

information about the frequency of the words he used in this studies. Based on previous 

research (Culligan, 2008; Milton, 2007, 2009; Willis, 1998) indicating that word 

frequency plays an important role in L2 learners’ vocabulary size and depth, I 

hypothesized that the learners’ lexical knowledge is influenced by word frequency, and 

therefore, there is a response bias toward the more frequent word in each word pair. This 

hypothesis was partially supported. The results indicated that the participants were most 

often correct when the correct answer was the higher frequency word (59.1% accuracy 

rate). The accuracy rate for the less frequent choice was 50.2% and that for the 

synonymous choice was 50.4%. For example, the accuracy rate for high was 93% while 

the accuracy rate for its less frequent word pair, expensive, was 52%, and the accuracy 

rate for the highly frequent choice, smile, was 73% while the accuracy rate for its less 

frequent word pair, laugh, was 48%. This finding is consistent with the frequency effect 
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found in the studies cited above that have demonstrated that there are significant 

relationships between frequency and vocabulary size, depth of vocabulary knowledge, 

and word difficulty. 

Ellis (2002) also pointed out that word recognition and production is related to the 

frequency of the word. For written language, high-frequency words are named more 

rapidly than low-frequency words (Forster & Chambers, 1973), are judged to be real 

words in lexical decision tasks more rapidly (Forster, 1976), are spelled more accurately 

(Barry & Seymour, 1988), and are recognized better than low-frequency words even with 

auditory word recognition (Savin, 1963). Lively, Pisoni, and Goldinger (1994) found that 

higher frequency words receive more activation from the same evidence than lower-

frequency words during spoken-word recognition. When hearing a particular word, a 

whole neighborhood of words (e.g., similar sounding words and words beginning with 

the same syllable) are activated and compete with each other, but the higher-frequency 

word receives more activation because it has been activated more frequently in the past. 

As Ellis stated, this evidence shows that frequency is a crucial factor underlying 

language acquisition because language rules are patterns that emerge from a learner’s 

figuring out the linguistic patterns present in the language over a lifetime of analysis of 

the language. This process involves the slow acquisition of form-function mappings that 

are based on a lifetime of exposure and practice; in other words, frequency strengthens 

the associations between linguistic form and the pragmatic functions that language serves. 

The participants in the present study might have performed better with the more 

frequent vocabulary items because repeated exposure to this vocabulary in multiple 

contexts had strengthened the relationships among the words’ orthography, phonology, 
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semantic meanings, and the meaning of some collocates. These multiple exposures 

allowed them to continuously refine the meanings of these similar words and to readjust 

the semantic boundaries between the two similar words. Because the participants have 

had more exposure to all aspects of the more-frequent words, including their 

phonological and orthographic patterns as well as their usage in context, it is easier for 

them to access and remember the different encounters they have had with the higher 

frequency words. 

 

Research Question 3: Depth of Lexical Knowledge 

The third research question investigated in this study asked about the relationship 

between the participants’ depth of lexical knowledge and performance and usage-based 

lexical statistics (lemma frequency and lemma similarity). The first hypothesis for this 

question, which was based on Jiang’s (2004) study, was that there is no relationship 

between response accuracy, word frequency, and lemma similarity. This hypothesis was 

not supported because significant relationships were found. These relationships are 

explained in detail below. 

First, the results of the statistical analyses indicated that there is a strong 

relationship between word frequency and response accuracy because, as noted above, the 

results showed that higher frequency lexical items that were the correct answer were 

answered correctly more often than lower frequency lexical items that were the correct 

answer. In addition, the results indicated that the frequency of the other word in the pair 

(the incorrect answer choice) also affected the participants’ accuracy rate. The 

participants’ accuracy rate decreased as the frequency of the incorrect answer choice in 
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the word pair increased. This finding suggests that word frequency affects the 

participants’ knowledge of partially synonymous word pairs. They were attracted to high 

frequency words, both when they were correct and incorrect choices, possibly because 

when one word in the pair is much more frequent than the other, it is easier for the 

participants to recognize that word because the semantic connections between the word’s 

linguistic form and the pragmatic functions it serves are stronger than those for the less 

frequent word in the pair. However, when the frequency of the other word increases to be 

approximately equal to the first word in the pair, learners can experience confusion when 

their knowledge of both words is still limited. The results showed that the frequency of 

the two words is a more important factor with synonymous rather than with the non-

synonymous word pairs. 

Because these word pairs can sometimes be used interchangeably, increased 

exposure to these words is necessary if the learners are to reach Jiang’s (2002) final stage 

of learning partial L2 synonyms, which involves the development of a new semantic 

system for L2 vocabulary that is free from L1 influence, and in which the L1 and L2 

entries of vocabulary items are completely separate. The results of this study differ from 

those reported by Jiang (2002), who concluded that it is nearly impossible for L2 learners 

to reach the final stage described above. The results of this study indicate that it is 

possible for second language learners to reach this final stage where very high frequency 

words are concerned; however, this suggests that a large number of exposures in varied 

contexts are needed for learners to be able to distinguish the two words reliably. 

Second, a significant relationship was also found between accuracy and lemma 

similarity. The results indicated that the correctness of answering the synonymous test 
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items was influenced negatively by lemma similarity. In other words, the more 

semantically similar the two words in the pair were, the more difficult it was for the 

participants to answer the item correctly. This probably occurs because when the 

semantic similarity between the two words increases, the semantic connections between 

those two words and their translation equivalent in the participants’ first language overlap 

more completely. This creates more confusion and makes it more difficult for the learners 

to differentiate the two words and to understand where the overlap between the two 

words is. With less overlap (i.e., decreased similarity), it is easier for the participants to 

differentiate between the two words and to understand where the overlap is. The overlap 

between the word pairs makes it more difficult for learners to differentiate the words in 

contextualized tasks such as the one used in this study. Presumably, learners need an 

increased number of exposures to both words if they are to learn to differentiate them. 

Third, one of the aims of this study was to develop a mathematical model for 

vocabulary learning that can be used to predict the difficulty of learning vocabulary items 

such as the word pairs in this study by taking frequency as well as the semantic similarity 

of words into consideration. As the results showed, frequency is the major predictor in 

such a model, and lexical similarity plays a secondary role in the difficulty of learning 

such word pairs. Competition between the frequencies is also an important factor in the 

model; therefore, taking the frequency of both words in competing words pairs into 

account is an important factor in predicting the difficulty of learning the words. The 

amount of lexical similarity is an important factor for the model as well, and when words 

are more lexically similar, learning them is more difficult. 
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Jiang’s (2004b) finding that the Korean learners of English in his study did not 

learn the English L1-like meaning of the partially synonymous word pairs was not 

supported by this study. His study involved a semantic judgment task in which the 

participants had to decide whether pairs of English words were related or not. Half of the 

pairs shared the same Korean translation while the other half did not. The participants 

responded significantly faster to the same-translation pairs, a fact that led Jiang to 

conclude that the participants were relying on their L1 semantic knowledge. Therefore, 

the results suggest that word frequency has a stronger influence on students’ acquisition 

of these words than L1 interference. Because Jiang did not take frequency into 

consideration in his studies, the present study adds an important factor that should be 

considered when investigating the acquisition of partially synonymous words. 

In addition, this study investigated students’ productive use of vocabulary and its 

relationship to frequency, whereas previous researchers mainly investigated receptive 

knowledge and use (e.g., Culligan, 2008; Milton, 2009; Willis, 1998). Jiang (2000, 2002, 

2004a) examined both receptive and productive lexical knowledge (2004b). In his 

productive task, he asked students to complete sentences, a task similar to the task used in 

this study. Jiang believed that observing students’ actual word use rather than their 

receptive knowledge, which can be partially based on inferences and assumptions, might 

produce more useful results. 

The present results support Sonaiya’s (1991) Continuous Lexical Disambiguation 

Model, which states that learners are constantly refining meanings and readjusting 

boundaries between old and new lexical items. The central idea of this model is that 

repeated exposures to words allows learners to learn lexical relationships that bind 
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semantically related items to one another in a language. The results of this study indicate 

that with increased frequency, the learning of partially synonymous items takes place as 

the entries in the learner’s lexicon are readjusted to reflect the information available in 

the input. With increased contact with the L2, partially synonymous words become 

gradually disambiguated. For example, Japanese learners likely learn the two English 

words high and expensive through their association with the same Japanese translation 

takai. Therefore, at first, these two words are mapped to the meaning of takai and used 

interchangeably. However, as the students continue their language learning, they learn the 

difference between high and expensive as they encounter the words in appropriate 

contexts in discourse. This knowledge allows the learners to start using the words 

correctly under some circumstances, but they still continue using them incorrectly in 

other circumstances. This process continues throughout their language learning history, 

and with repeated exposures, instances of correct usage increase. 

Churchill (2007) discussed vocabulary learning as a dynamic system that changes 

as new information is acquired. Based on a study examining one Japanese L2 learner’s 

lexical development at a micro-level, he proposed that lexical knowledge emerges 

through complicated networks involving several factors in the social and physical world. 

He described vocabulary knowledge as emerging in a complex web of triadic interactions 

with different people in different situations. Exposure to new words, according to him, is 

constrained by the contexts in which the word is encountered and the people in the 

interaction involving the word. Therefore, the social and physical worlds shape our 

cognition and play an important role in vocabulary acquisition. What is central in these 

networks, according to Churchill, is repeated encounters with the lexical items because 
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they are complex, multidimensional, and open systems. Each encounter with the word 

potentially adds something new to the learners’ knowledge about that particular lexical 

item. The findings of this study support this notion of lexical learning as a dynamic 

system, where the frequency of the encounters adds to the learners’ depth of vocabulary 

knowledge. As the results showed, the more frequent a word is, the easier it is for 

learners to know how to use that word correctly. We can generally assume that students 

have had more exposure to more frequent words, and therefore, their knowledge of those 

words is deeper than for words they have encountered less frequently. As Churchill stated, 

each exposure potentially adds something new to learners’ knowledge of that word, and 

this drives the restructuring of their semantic knowledge about that word. This semantic 

restructuring is, however, affected by the quality of the context, learner factors, and word 

factors in addition to the amount of exposure. Therefore, it can be slow and unpredictable. 

It is likely that sometimes a communication breakdown or a new encounter has no effect 

on developing deeper vocabulary knowledge, but at other times, such an event causes 

restructuring to take place in the L2 lexicon. 

Aitchison (2003) hypothesized that there are two reasonable explanations for how 

we acquire and store vocabulary. The first involves pre-programmed rules and 

restrictions on where certain words should go in the mental lexicon, and this involves the 

innate knowledge of certain words having to stay together. The second scenario involves 

randomly storing new words into modules, and once a communication breakdown 

happens or when the module gets full, new modules are created and a reorganization of 

the modules occurs. The results of this study, however, support a more dynamic 
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vocabulary acquisition process, as suggested by Churchill (2007). The results suggest that 

the mental lexicon is a dynamic system that is constantly evolving. 

Schwartz et al. (2008) conducted a study with Spanish-English bilinguals 

examining cross-language activation with lexically disambiguous words. They discussed 

the importance of language learners’ frequently encountering lexical items being learned 

in reading texts. Their study showed that when bilingual participants read sentences that 

have a high degree of lexical form overlap across languages (e.g., novel in English and 

novela in Spanish), competition from the dominant L1 meaning interfered with the 

processing of the foreign language word, especially when that word was a cognate and 

the dominant meaning was shared in the L1. They concluded that semantic 

representations from the L1 were co-activated during this L2 task, and that to avoid this, 

bilingual readers need robust L2 lexical representations they can access quickly and 

efficiently. 

Researchers have warned that words that are similar in meaning (Higa, 1963; 

Tinkman, 1993,1997; Waring, 1997) should not be learned together. It is more efficient 

for learners to learn semantically similar words separately, as learning them together 

often creates confusion (Tinkman, 1997). The results of this study indicate that this 

learning difficulty continues even after the initial learning of the words. 

As the results of this study showed, language learners at this proficiency level still 

have considerable difficulty distinguishing many high frequency words. This 

demonstrates a significant limitation of their semantic development, and shows that L2 

semantic development can be very slow and difficult process. Jiang (2002) suggested that 

therefore, researchers should consider another aspect of lexical development besides 
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depth, organization, and automaticity when defining lexical competence: semantic 

autonomy. In this view, the ultimate goal of L2 vocabulary learning is the development of 

a linguistic and semantic system that can function autonomously. Jiang (2002) stated that 

until L2 speakers develop such a system, they cannot express their ideas idiomatically, 

accurately, and fluently in another language. The results of this study suggest that the 

learners in this study have not completely acquired such a system even with extremely 

high frequency lexis, but they are on their way to achieving this goal and should continue 

progressing as long as they continue to be exposed to the foreign language. The results of 

this study clearly show that even with highest frequency words in English, the acquisition 

of lexical items is extremely slow and gradual, not only in initial learning but also 

throughout the language learning process. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

The findings of this study provide four implications for language teachers 

concerning teaching vocabulary. First, the results showed that frequency was the most 

important predictor of word difficulty for the Japanese learners in this study. However, 

even though almost all the words were in the first 1,000 most frequent words in English 

and should therefore have already been learned by these participants, they still 

encountered difficulty distinguishing the different meaning senses of some of the word 

pairs and were unable to use them correctly in various contexts. This highlights the 

importance of recycling even the most frequent words in English in language lessons 

even after students have learned the core meaning of the word. 
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Second, this finding highlights the importance of providing learners with frequent 

encounters of the same word in several different contexts. Martin (1984) pointed this out 

when discussing the difficulty of learning synonyms in English: 

As we acquire our mother tongue, each encounter with a word occurs in a 

meaningful context; successive encounters reinforce our grasp of what makes that 

word special, and help narrow down its range of operations in the language. We 

slowly develop a ‘feel’ for what kinds of linguistic and sociolinguistic 

neighborhoods it tend to inhabit….The luxury of multiple exposures to words 

over time and in a variety of meaningful contexts is denied to second and foreign 

language students…. (pp. 130-131) 

 

As Martin stressed, language learners must have opportunities to use the 

vocabulary they learn in original, connected discourse in order to fully acquire the 

vocabulary items. 

Third, even advanced learners need opportunities to meet already acquired 

vocabulary items in a variety of contexts, even after they have learned the core meaning 

of the words. Even though they are able to use these core meanings accurately in the L2, 

they can still have difficulty using the other less frequent meaning senses of the same 

words. Thus, it is important for teachers to provide them opportunities not only to be 

exposed to the central core meanings of the words, but also opportunities to encounter 

and to use less frequent meaning senses. 

Fourth, Jiang (2004a) also stressed the importance of instructional intervention 

because he felt that exposure to natural language might not always be sufficient for 

semantic development. He highlighted the notion that in order for teachers to be able to 

help students progress in terms of their L2 semantic development, it is important for 

instructors to understand the similarities and differences between the two languages 

involved, especially in terms of the overall semantic/lexical system. In the case of 
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partially synonymous word pairs like those in this study, instructors might not realize the 

challenges learners face in distinguishing such word pairs. Being aware of these 

challenges allows teachers to prepare appropriate materials that enable learners to notice 

the differences between the word pairs, and to provide sufficient practice in different 

linguistic contexts, as this is the only way that learners will learn to distinguish such 

words. 

There are several ways language teachers can help students with the task of easing 

the learning of these vocabulary items. One important way is to ensure that a fluency 

development strand is included in the L2 curriculum (Nation, 2001). According to Nation 

(2001), fluency development involves working with known material through meaning 

focused input, output, and language-focused learning. Fluency development tasks involve 

language items the students already know, and these tasks also need to be performed at 

higher speed than normal language learning activities. Authentic materials, such as 

newspaper articles, short magazine articles, and TV news reports, can be useful aids for 

fluency development. Teacher-created materials are also useful because teachers can 

ensure that learned items are included in these materials. Other useful ways for 

incorporating fluency development in a foreign language curriculum are extensive 

reading and extensive listening. 

 

Methodological Implications 

This study is an improvement on previous investigations of this topic because of 

the statistical analyses used. By using R, which is not yet widely used in analyzing 

linguistic data, the results were made more generalizable by eliminating the variation 
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caused by the participants and the word pairs. A recent article by Larson-Hall and 

Herrington (2009) urged SLA researchers to use modern developments in statistics, 

including R, for two reasons. First, they stressed the importance of presenting visual 

images that illustrate the data more clearly and fully, something that R graphics allow 

researchers to do. Second, R allows researchers to use data analysis techniques that make 

linguistic data more robust in the face of violations of classical statistical analyses’ 

assumptions. Classical statistical analyses are insensitive to violations of assumptions of a 

normal distribution. However, R uses two techniques to improve this: trimmed means, 

which consider outliers when calculating the mean, and bootstrapping, which makes 

fewer assumptions about the underlying probability distribution describing the data. 

According to Larson-Hall and Herrington (2009), robust statistics are often more 

powerful and accurate when data are non-normal and just as powerful with normally 

distributed data. The present study is an illustration of the benefits of using R. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

Summary of the Findings 

This study produced three main findings. First, the results indicated that the 

participants have greater knowledge of higher frequency words than lower frequency 

words. Word frequency has a stronger effect on the accuracy of non-synonymous than 

synonymous word choices. The more similar the words are, and the more frequent the 

incorrect choice is, the more difficult they are for the participants to distinguish; in 

addition, the more frequent the incorrect choice is, the more difficult the item is. This 

suggests that there is competition based on word frequency with pairs of similar words. 

Conversely, the more frequent the correct answer is, the more likely the participants are 

to answer correctly. This suggests that the participants are either using a one-word one-

meaning strategy (Willis, 1998), or an avoidance strategy towards the synonymous 

choice of the test, or both strategies. They could be avoiding the synonymous choice 

because they find it more difficult than the other two choices; therefore, they choose 

options A or B. Researchers have found that this is done to prevent possible errors in L2 

use (Dagut & Laufer, 1985; Ellis, 1989). 

The second main finding is that depth of lexical knowledge is related to usage-

based statistics (i.e., word frequency and lemma similarity). The reasonably strong 

relationships between the usage-based statistics suggest that with exposure, learners are 

better able to use words in contextually similar ways to native speakers, differentiate 

appropriate and inappropriate contexts, and recognize the boundaries of semantic overlap 
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and semantic uniqueness. Lexical similarity appears to play a secondary role, in 

combination with frequency, in learners’ ability to differentiate between appropriate and 

inappropriate contexts. This suggests that the students’ knowledge is affected by the 

degree of lexical overlap, and this overlap is part of the students’ lexical knowledge. 

Third, the results suggest that vocabulary learning is a dynamic fluid system that 

continues to evolve throughout the language learning process. Several researchers have 

made the same observation. For instance, Churchill (2007) discussed vocabulary learning 

as a dynamic system that changes as new information is acquired. He concluded that each 

encounter with a vocabulary item adds something new to the learners’ knowledge about 

that particular lexical item. The findings of this study support this notion of lexical 

learning as a dynamic system, where the frequency of the encounters adds to the learners’ 

depth of vocabulary knowledge. The present results also support Sonaiya’s (1991) 

Continuous Lexical Disambiguation Model. The central idea of this model is that 

repeated exposures to words allow learners to learn lexical relationships that then 

continuously make the learner refine meanings and readjust boundaries between old and 

new lexical items. The results of this study indicate that with increased frequency, the 

learning of partially synonymous items takes place as the entries in the learner’s lexicon 

are readjusted to reflect the information available in the input, which results in the 

partially synonymous words becoming disambiguated gradually. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

There are four main limitations to the current study. First, each target word has 

other possible translation equivalents in the participants’ first language, Japanese. 
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Therefore, the word pairs are not absolute synonyms even though they do translate to the 

same word in the participants’ first language. In such cases, it is probable that the 

students learn these two words at different times and that the more frequent word of the 

word pair is learned first, after which the second word is learned. It is impossible to say 

with certainty what the learning order of the words has been for each student and what 

the interval between learning these words has been. 

Second, although only word pairs exhibiting some degree of semantic overlap 

were used in this study, the overall aim was to investigate the participants’ learning of 

semantic meaning of these words up to this point. However, from the word pairs used in 

this study, it is impossible to make generalizations to the students’ overall semantic 

development; it cannot be said with certainty how and when the students learned these 

words or learned to separate the semantic meaning of the word pairs. Also, because a 

limited number of vocabulary items were examined in this study, the results cannot be 

extended to other vocabulary items the students have acquired. 

Third, if only one of the words in each word pair were used in testing the 

students’ contextual semantic knowledge, the results might differ from the results of this 

study in which word pairs were examined. Because this study was an investigation of 

words pairs, I cannot make claims about what happens when only one of the words in 

each pair is involved because in that case, there is no competition between the two words. 

Fourth, even though collocational knowledge is taken into consideration in the 

LSS measurements, and LSS assumes that collocational relationships cannot be separated 

from context, it is possible that collocational knowledge plays a role in some of the 
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sentences used in the test of this study. It is possible that some of the participants’ 

answers were influenced more by collocational knowledge than by semantic knowledge.  

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

A number of fruitful directions for future research remain unexplored. The 

following questions represent some possible issues to investigate: 

1. Do other L1 language groups yield similar results? Jiang and I have examined the 

knowledge of partial synonyms of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese students, 

respectively. Similar studies examining other L1 groups, particularly those whose L1 

is genetically related to English, would further illuminate this aspect of the second 

language lexicon. 

2. Does including response times change the results? Jiang used timed responses in 

some previous studies and found that response time for word pairs that shared a 

common translation equivalent in L2 was faster. Replicating this study with timed 

responses might provide further information concerning the acquisition of partial L2 

synonyms given that response latencies might indicate how well a word is known. 

3. Do different partially synonymous word pairs yield similar results? Using a larger 

sample of different partially synonymous vocabulary items would be useful, and 

including word pairs with various degrees of semantic overlap might produce 

different results. 

4. What is the relationship between word frequency and accuracy in oral production? 

This study investigated written production, but conducting a similar experiment using 
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oral production as the outcome would indicate the degree to which lexical knowledge 

in the two productive skills is similar. 

5. What other possible usage-based lexical statistical factors besides frequency and 

lemma similarity affect L2 vocabulary acquisition? Possible factors to examine are 

lexical bundles, phonological similarities, and concreteness/abstractness. 

6. Do the results differ when using word pairs from all different frequency levels? 

Almost all the words in this study came from the first 1,000 most frequent words in 

English, so it would be useful to investigate words from the other frequency levels to 

see if similar results are produced. 

7. Does collocational knowledge play a role in the participants’ answers? If yes, to what 

extent? To determine this, it would be useful for future researchers to administer a 

test of collocational knowledge in addition to the main test to determine this. 

8. What else can the test used in this study tell us about the participants’ lexical 

knowledge? Looking at the results for each individual participant could provide more 

information on participants’ word knowledge. For example, what percentage of them 

got all the synonymous options correct? For which word pairs? This would provide 

further information on which word pairs are particularly difficult for the participants. 

 

Final Conclusions 

Lexical knowledge is one of the most important building blocks of becoming a 

fluent L2 user. Vocabulary knowledge is the core of communicative competence as well 

as one of the greatest sources for communication breakdown for L2 users because 

vocabulary errors often seriously disrupt communication. Vocabulary acquisition is a 
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complex process involving several learning processes; however, the role of L2 

vocabulary learning is too often neglected by syllabus designers and teachers. This has 

been especially true since the introduction of communicative language teaching. As 

language teachers, it is important to be aware of the problems our students experience 

and what lexical units are difficult for them. This is what I have aimed to do in this study. 

Foreign language teachers can take this information into consideration in their lesson 

planning and consider how to help students overcome these difficulties in their teaching. 

This study clearly shows that students continue to have difficulty using even the most 

frequent words in English long after they have been initially learned. This is important 

for teachers to remember, so that they continue giving students opportunities to develop 

greater knowledge of these words by ensuring that students continue to have 

opportunities to use these words throughout their language learning. 

This study also highlights the importance of frequency. Although frequency has 

not been a prominent topic in the field of SLA in recent decades, the results of this study 

confirm the importance of frequency in L2 vocabulary acquisition. As Ellis (2002) 

pointed out, when the Audio-Lingual Method lost popularity in the 1970s, so did 

frequency as an important factor in language learning. Few researchers considered 

frequency after that because it was unfashionable. Ellis said: 

 The role of frequency has largely been ignored in theoretical and applied 

linguistics for the last 40 years or so… There is now ample justification for 

reinstatement as an all-pervasive causal factor. In the final analysis of successful 

language acquisition and language processing, it is the language learner who 

counts. (p. 179) 

 

This study has shown frequency to be an important factor in vocabulary learning, 

and therefore, something that teachers should consider carefully when designing their 
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lessons. Repeated exposure to vocabulary items is the key to acquiring the items. Most 

language learners can attest to the importance of repeated exposure as each time they 

encounter a vocabulary item in a different context, their knowledge of that item deepens 

slightly. Therefore, language teachers and language learners alike need to understand the 

importance of repeated encounters in a variety of contexts when studying vocabulary. 

Lastly, this study suggests that vocabulary learning continues to be a dynamic 

ongoing process, even with words that have been already learned. Sonaiya’s (1991) 

Continuous Lexical Disambiguation Model states that learners are constantly refining 

meanings and readjusting boundaries between old and new lexical items. She stresses that 

repeated exposures to words allows learners to learn lexical relationships that bind 

semantically related items to one another in a language. Churchill (2007) describes 

vocabulary learning as a dynamic system that changes as new information about the 

words is acquired, which again involves repeated exposure to the words in different 

contexts. The present study supports this view of vocabulary learning, and indicates that 

even with the most frequent English words, learning about them continues throughout the 

language learning process. 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

同意書 

 

TWCU 言語学科のティーナ・マティカイネン教授による、研究調査会に参加しません

か。この調査会では、日本人大学生の、英単語の意味的知識を図ります。1週間で一

文、5週間で五文を仕上げることになります。各テストは20分ほどで終了します。 

 

参加は任意であり、途中での辞退も可能です。この調査会で得た情報はすべて極秘扱い

され、研究者のみが管理して研究目的にのみ使用致します。情報を保護するに当たり、

試験に使用するすべての機器には名前ではなく、符号が使用されます。 

 

この研究調査会に関する質問のある人はマティカイネン教授までメール：

tiina@lab.twcu.ac.jp 

 

もしくは 3359室の教授室を訪ねてください。 

 

私は上記内容を読み、この研究調査会への参加に同意します。 

 

参加者名： 

日付： 

参加者署名： 

 
(English translation) 

 

You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Professor Tiina Matikainen at the 

Department of Languages at TWCU. This study examines Japanese university students' semantic 

knowledge of word pairs in English. You will be asked to complete five sentence completion tests 

over the next 5 weeks, one each week. Each test takes about 20 minutes to complete. 

 

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may refuse to complete the study at 

any point during the experiment. Any information obtained in this study will remain very strictly 

confidential, will be known to no-one besides the researcher, and will be used for research 

purposes only. Codes, not names, are used on all test instruments to protect confidentiality. 

 

If you have any questions about this research study, please contact Professor Matikainen at 

tiina@lab.twcu.ac.jp or by visiting her office in room 3359. 

 

I have read the above information. I consent to participate in this study. 

 

Name of Participant: 

Date:  

Signature of Participant: 
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APPENDIX B 

PILOT INSTRUMENT FORM 1 

 
Thank you very much for agreeing to help me with my research for my dissertation. The goal of 

this questionnaire is to collect some native speaker opinions about vocabulary choice over some 

word pairs. From the answers I receive, I will choose some sentences to use for a questionnaire 

I’m planning to give to students. THANK YOU AGAIN! 

 

For each question, decide if only one of the two words given can be used to complete the 

sentence OR if both of the words are appropriate. Choose the best answer in your opinion. 

 
First word pair: PRACTICE – EXERCISE 

 

1. You need to (            ) every day to stay strong.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

2. One of the greatest dangers to a pilot can be his lack of current flying (           ). 

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

3. It is true that when studying languages, (              ) makes perfect.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

4. Horses need to (             ) each day to stay competitive.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

5. Once you become used to the (           ) you will find that it helps you with stress.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

6. The simple 20 question (              ) tests your knowledge of basic computer functions. 

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

7. Gentle (              ) in the morning helps us warm up.  

A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

8. I have soccer (              ) every night this week.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

9. Physical (         ) is an important factor in maintaining fitness and energy balance.  

 A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B  

10. I will go for a walk because I haven’t had any (      ) all day.  

A) practice  B) exercise   C) A & B 

 

Second word pair: TRUST – BELIEVE 

 

1. “Women don't (            ) me because of my looks,” David said. 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

2. She's beautiful, and I can (            ) her. 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

3. I just don't (            ) you any more. 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

4. They (            ) me with a lot of money.  

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

5. I'm just trying to find out if I can (            ) you to keep my cousin's best interests at heart. 

A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

6. I knew I could (            ) you, sir.  

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

7. I really cannot (             ) I'm hearing this. 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

8. Not looking at her, he said, “You may find this hard to (            ), Mary, but I love you.” 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

9. A few years later he wrote Peter Pan for those who (             ) in fairies. 

A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 
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10. Melissa was beginning to (             ) that Dan was attracted to her. 

 A) trust   B) believe   C) A & B 

 

Third word pair: SEE – WATCH 

 

1. Sam said, “I would like to (            ) Patsy again before I get married.” 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

2. As I walk back to the hotel I am relieved to (          ) that there is no light on in the room. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

3. I would have loved to touch the stones to (          ) what they felt like. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

4. Can you (      ) Mary while I go to the supermarket?  

A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

5. I'd like to (           ) what the house looks like in daylight.  

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

6. Can't you (            ) what you're doing? 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

7. It’s interesting to (            ) the different birds and the different methods of landing. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

8. I wanted to go to the summer-house and (          ) the leaves fall. 

A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

9. She's the sort of woman that likes to stay at home and (           ) soap operas. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

10. By 1969 people were able to (       ) on colour TV as the first human set foot on the moon. 

 A) see    B) watch   C) A & B 

 

Fourth word pair: ADMIRE – VALUE 

 

1. I know you are a girl with great sensibility, and I (          ) you very much. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

2. I (           ) the work of the Civil Service college. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

3. She stopped to (           ) the colourful blooms on the flowers by the door. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B  

4. This is a culture where women were taught to (           ) themselves by their beauty. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

5. The grass was so wet that I decided to (       ) the castle from across the street.  

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

6. I hope we can learn to (           ) ourselves as well as other people. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

7. You learn to (            ) friendship if you are lucky enough to find it. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

8. People walking by stopped to (         ) the beautiful garden. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

9. My teachers really (            ) the effort I put into my homework.  

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

10. I (          ) my older brother because of his kind heart. 

 A) admire   B) value   C) A & B 

 

Fifth word pair: TEACH – TELL 

 

1. The first thing you will (       ) your Rottweiler puppy is to be clean in the house. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

2. I can (          ) you many things. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 
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3. Aunt Emily said you should (           ) me to play chess.  

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

4. Can you (          ) me how to get to the station from here?  

A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

5. Can you (        ) us where Miss Lewis is? 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

6. Herman asked me to (          ) them all about Greece.  

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

7. Give him a hug and (         ) him that you love him. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

8. I must (       ) you that people in London are saying the most terrible things about you. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

9. (        ) your child to use household products only for their proper purposes. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

10. There are also steps now to (         ) the women basic reading and writing skills. 

 A) teach   B) tell    C) A & B 

 

Sixth word pair: ERROR – MISTAKE 

 

1. More accidents are caused by driver (          ) than by vehicle failure. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

2. The report has made the common (          ) of calling schizophrenia a split personality. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

3. We apologise for the (          ). 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

4. I'm determined not to make the same (          ) again. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

5. When I make (           ) with those awful adjectives he goes mad with rage. 

 A) an error   B) a mistake   C) A & B 

6. The only serious (         ) you can make with rice is to stick chopsticks upright in the bowl. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

7. I made the great (         ) of taking a break from London to stay with friends in France. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

8. I've decided that the engagement was (              ). 

 A) an error   B) a mistake   C) A & B 

9. Pilot (       ) was blamed yesterday for a helicopter crash in which six men were killed. 

 A) error   B) mistake   C) A & B 

10. He thinks he might have made (           ) in hiring Stephanie to be the manager. 

 A) an error   B) a mistake   C) A & B 

 

Seventh word pair: HIGH – EXPENSIVE 

 

1. The price of the shoes is too (         ). 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

2. The tuition at my son’s school is outrageously (           ). 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

3. Poverty may cause people to eat less or cut out more (             ) foods. 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

4. She was wearing a blue school uniform from (           ) private school. 

 A) a high   B) an expensive  C) A & B  

5. I always stopped to look at it, although I knew it was much too (           ). 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

6. I’m amazed at how (           ) that house is. 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

7. He had been driving at (          ) speed when a helicopter flew past him. 

 A) a high   B) an expensive  C) A & B 
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8. Sussex is a university with quite (             ) status in terms of science. 

 A) a high   B) an expensive  C) A & B 

9. These goods are also (           ), so people rarely buy them. 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B  

10. We didn’t visit my father often because the bus ride was long and (           ). 

 A) high   B) expensive   C) A & B 

 

Eight word pair: NOTICE – REALIZE 

 

1. It takes a little while for an author to (          ) that his book has been a complete failure. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

2. He does not (            ) the noiseless, fast moving car until it is too late. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B  

3. Do you think he will (          ) the difference between the two shirts? 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B  

4. Only afterwards did she (           ) how foolish her request sounded. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

5. It is very important that the public (         ) the danger and put pressure on the government. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

6. I didn’t (         ) before that you are so tall. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

7. You were too sick to (       ) that he was gone. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

8. As soon as you (         ) that you are breathing rapidly, slow down. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

9. Do you (           ) you've missed a chance of meeting King Sebastian? 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 

10. He nodded, pretending not to (          ) the blush staining her cheeks. 

 A) notice   B) realize   C) A & B 
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APPENDIX C 

PILOT INSTRUMENT FORM 2 
 

Thank you very much for agreeing to help me with my research for my dissertation. The goal of 

this questionnaire is to collect some native speaker opinions about vocabulary choice over some 

word pairs. From the answers I receive, I will choose some sentences to use for a questionnaire 

I’m planning to give to students. THANK YOU AGAIN! 

 

For each question, decide if only one of the two words given can be used to complete the 

sentence OR if both of the words are appropriate. Choose the best answer in your opinion.  

 
First Word Pair: LAUGH – SMILE 

 

1. Sometimes we (                ) to cover up nervousness and to help us relax. 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

2. People really (               ) and don't take us seriously. 

A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

3. She produced a (              ) of immediate friendliness as she shook hands with Julia. 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

4. It hadn't been a particularly nice (              ). 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

5. Kate felt the (             ) freeze on her face. 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

6. He turned back to the window, hiding a (          ). 

A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

7. She gave an embarrassed (              ). 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

8. They both hold their sides and (             ) till tears run down their cheeks. 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

9. She recollected, rather sadly, that she and Ben used to (              ) a lot. 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

10. He stood up when she came in and gave her a big friendly (           ). 

 A) laugh  B) smile  C) A & B 

 

Second Word Pair: LEARN – KNOW 

 

1. People should (               ) to like their bodies and live with their faults. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

2. (              ) our language quickly and things will be easier for you. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

3. Smith was as surprised as anyone to (                ) of the marriage problems. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

4. One of the few things we don't (             ), though, are their slogans. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

5. Don't you (             ) your own number? 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

6. I (            ) where his friends live. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

7. "You bloody men, you (               ) nothing!", she yelled. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

8. All this I (            ) from the bus driver who chats to me as we wait for the traffic to move. 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

9. Did they (        ) from the professors or from the other participants? 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 
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10. How quickly can one (          ) a language? 

 A) learn  B) know  C) A & B 

 

Third Word Pair: HURT – RUIN 

 

1. We'll have to keep him to the exercises or he'll (              ) himself. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

2. If the police handle things badly, it could (             ) my client's reputation. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

3. He had started a new relationship, and was determined not to (          ) it with jealousy. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

4. I'd hate to (              ) your reputation by killing your patient. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

5. If she (               ) Adolph, she'll face criminal charges. 

 A) hurt s  B) ruins  C) A & B 

6. She was prepared for (           ). 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

7. The ground must be soft so babies won't (               ) themselves. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

8. I wish you wouldn't go, it will quite (           ) your new clothes. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

9. You'd (             ) her life, and I won't let you. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

10. Not even her mother could (              ) her happiness. 

 A) hurt   B) ruin   C) A & B 

 

Fourth Word Pair: FORGET - LEAVE 

 

1. I'm just afraid they might (                 ). 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

2. We were to go home and (               ) the whole thing. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

3. There are plenty of worries to (                ) behind. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

4. She didn't like to (             ) it there because someone might fall over it. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

5. They didn't arrest me, but I had to (              ) the college. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

6. Don't (              ) your baby or toddler alone with any dangerous things. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

7. I close my eyes and (              ) the world. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

8. We seem to (              ) just how expensive these little things are. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

9. This train won't (           ) on time, and we'll miss the ferry 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

10. I will never (               ) the World Cup quarter-final in Paris last year. 

 A) forget  B) leave  C) A & B 

 

Fifth Word Pair: SPEAK - SAY 

 

1. It's not enough to know how to (           ) the lines. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

2. “Miss Peterson,” he managed to (           ). 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 
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3. I didn't believe she had anything to (           ) to me; not anything that I'd want to hear. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

4. Peggy shook her head, unable to (              ). 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

5. We have attended closely to how children learn to (               ). 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

6. They promised not to (              ) to their wives of what the fairy had said. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

7. Some (           ) that more people died that year than during the rebellion 10 years before. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

8. She would visit and the guys would (              ) how beautiful she was. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

9. He cannot (                 ) although he does scream and cry. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

10. I wish to (              ) to Inspector Montgomery. 

 A) speak  B) say   C) A & B 

 

Sixth Word Pair: STRONG - DARK  

 

1. The happiest relationships are based on shared interests, not just (                ) feelings. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

2. They're soft on baby's skin yet (               ) enough to clean up any job. 

A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

3. Cassie experienced a (             ) desire to own them.  

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

4. These rich vibrant colors look sensational on (               ) skin. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

5. His (               ) hair still looked slightly wet. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

6. The taller man was wearing a (                   ) leather jacket. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

7. The face of the young man was (         ), downy, pleasant and direct. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

8. His passion was so (          ) that Constance was overwhelmed. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

9. He was a man of (             ) views on life. 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 

10. This coffee is (                ). 

 A) strong  B) dark  C) A & B 
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APPENDIX D 

PILOT INSTRUMENT FORM 3 

 
Thank you very much for agreeing to help me with my research for my dissertation. The goal of 

this questionnaire is to collect some native speaker opinions about vocabulary choice over some 

word pairs. From the answers I receive, I will choose some sentences to use for a questionnaire 

I’m planning to give to students. THANK YOU AGAIN! 

 

For each question, decide if only one of the two words given can be used to complete the 

sentence OR if both of the words are appropriate. Choose the best answer in your opinion. 

 
First Word Pair: OPPORTUNITY – CHANCE 

 

1. Tonight I want to take the (                    ) to thank her for her patience and support. 

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

2. The Parish Council would welcome the (              ) to be involved in the discussions.  

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

3. If you ever get the (             ), take a fitness test and have your fat level checked out. 

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

4. He never had (                 ) to speak to her again and he'll never forgive himself. 

 A) an opportunity B) a chance  C) A & B 

5. Maybe she was just waiting for (          ) to go abroad and wanted to be ready to go. 

 A) an opportunity B) a chance  C) A & B 

6. Vrabel thought he had a good (              ) of winning in the end.  

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

7. Do you seriously think there is (              ) that the body might be Mr. Stavanger's? 

 A) an opportunity B) a chance  C) A & B 

8. Visitors will have their first (           ) to experience the new system when the castle opens on  April 3. 

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

9. As an organization of businessmen, the CBI looked on the inner city mainly as a business (   ). 

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

10. The social evening held at Royston was a fine (               ) to meet our colleagues in a relaxed 

atmosphere. 

 A) opportunity  B) chance  C) A & B 

 

Second Word Pair: WORK – JOB 

 

1. Results from a special research programme on the Bolsover farms will be published as soon as the (             

) has been completed. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

2. It gives managers and staff the confidence they need to do their (          ) more effectively. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

3. The purpose of this project is to show how young women feel about their (           ). 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

4. It is the Government's (            ) to provide a stable framework and reduce inflation. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

5. Areas suffering substantial (           ) losses in specific industries could also be considered. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

6. What are the most enjoyable aspects of your (          )? 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

7. John has started bringing his (             ) home. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

8. Knowing that she would be good at it,  Sophia wished that Penelope would take the (              ). 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 
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9. It's your (         ) to make him interested. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

10. Lombroso's (           ), for example, was based on his examination of people in prison in Italy. 

 A) work  B) job   C) A & B 

 

Third Word Pair: FOOT – LEG 

 

1. The toes of the kicking (             ) should be curled outwards to avoid injury. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

2. As she raised her (      ) again, to aim another kick, George rolled over on to his knees to try to rise. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

3. His (             ) slipped on the wet grass and he fell. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

4. In the autumn he broke a (        ) while attending the World Grass Ski Championships. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

5. As soon as my (            ) is better I'll get back to things as before.  

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

6. Others display their feelings of relaxation by standing on one (           ),  as you've probably seen 

flamingoes do in nature films. 

A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

7. Ignoring the pain that shot through his (     ) with every step, he reached the end of the alleyway. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

8. She was laughing at something that Julian had said and her hand was resting on his (          ). 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

9. When we arrived in front of the Queen, I fell on my knees and begged to be allowed to kiss her (     ). 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

10. I watched the dog lifting his (          ) again and wondered if my idea was sensible. 

 A) foot   B) leg   C) A & B 

 

Fourth Word Pair: FUNNY – STRANGE 

 

1. One guest told bitter little jokes about Saddam Hussein and his family, none very (     ). 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

2. He was in a real (            ) mood. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

3. He was going to miss the (             ) little man. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

4. My daughter promised not to open the door to any (              ) men while I was not at home. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

5. The room was filled with a (            ), sweet smell. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

6. Something very (             ) and frightening has been happening to me every night. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

7. When children come into a (         ) house they are often a little shy, so give them a warm welcome. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

8. It was (           ) really, but somehow she didn't laugh. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

9. People want me to be (           ) all the time. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 

10. American talk show host Joan Rivers managed to find the (              ) side. 

 A) funny  B) strange  C) A & B 
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Fifth Word Pair: NARROW – SMALL 

 

1. His long, (             ) face was tight and angry. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

2. They were back in a (         ) country road and there were powerful lights behind them. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

3. Friendly support is offered by (        ) groups of mothers and children meeting regularly in the daytime in 

each others houses. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

4. They walked down towards the town, and Julius finally stopped outside a (       ) restaurant. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

5. My father kept a (           ) flat in London and commuted to work for the week. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

6. This is the ideal hotel if you are planning a (             ) wedding reception. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

7. She stepped into the (             ) hall and called again, “Mr. Fearon, are you here?” 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

8. Sarah followed him up the (               ) stairs with her bag.  

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

9. He led me up the (             ) street to the church and unlocked the ancient door. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

10. She lay on the (            ) white bed, and tried to organize her thinking. 

 A) narrow  B) small  C) A & B 

  

Sixth Word Pair: SEE - MEET 

 

1. “You must (          ) our new neighbour, “she said brightly.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

2. I will (            ) you whenever and wherever you choose.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

3. It is because I want to (         ) political changes of this kind that I support this law.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

4. She came to (           ) me with her husband.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

5. I might go and (            ) Dave to find out if he has any more of these books.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

6. I thought my secretary told you to (          ) me at the house in London? 

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

7. Mr. Major leaves tonight for Washington, where he will be the first European leader  

    to (           ) the president. 

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

8. I'll (        ) you on Monday morning at ten o'clock on the bridge just outside town. 

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

9. You might be lucky enough to (         ) one of the butterflies in your garden.  

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 

10. Once the heavy doors closed behind him he would never have to (         ) her again. 

 A) see   B) meet  C) A & B 
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APPENDIX E 

STUDENT FORM 1 
 

Your student ID number / 学生番号             Your name / 氏名 ________________________ 
       

 
INSTRUCTIONS: In this questionnaire, there are 6 questions each about four different word pairs. The 

total number of questions is 24. For each question, decide if only one of the words given can be used to 

complete the sentence or if both words can be used to complete the sentence. If only word A can be used to 

complete the sentence, choose answer choice A. If only word B can be used to complete the sentence, 

choose answer choice B. If both words A and B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer 

choice C. Color in the circle in front of your answer choice. Below are three examples.  

 

指示 

下記の文章に当てはまる適切な語をA～Cの中から選びなさい。もし、Aが適切だと思う場合、A

を選びなさい。もし、Bが適切だと思う場合、Bを選びなさい。そして、もし、AとBの両方がそ

の文に当てはまると思う場合、Cを選びなさい。"を塗りつぶしなさい。下の3文は例である。 

 

WORD PAIR: EAT – DRINK 

Example 1. We (        ) too much beer last night.  

  !$ate  $$ "$drank $$ #$A & B 

Example 2. Do you want to (            ) any more chicken?  

  !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B 

Example 3: Shall we order something to (                )? 

 !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B$ 

 

 

This is the beginning of the questionnaire. 

 
First word pair: FUNNY – STRANGE 

 

1. He was in a real (             ) mood.  

 !  funny  "$ strange   #$A & B 

2. It was (                 ) really, but somehow she didn’t laugh.  

 !  funny  "   strange    #  A & B 

3. People want me to be (             ) all the time.  

 !$funny  "$strange  #$A & B 

4. The police asked people to report any (                ) or unusual activity at the train stations.  

 !$funny  "$strange  #$A & B 

5. He was going to miss the (                 ) little man.  

 !$funny  "$strange  #$A & B 

6. It is (              ) knowing an American without a car.  

 !$funny  "$strange  #$A & B 

 

Turn over - continues on the other side      "   
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Second word pair:  TRUST – BELIEVE 

 

1. He (                ) your judgment. 

 !$trusts "$believes  #$A & B 

2. I really can’t (              ) I’m hearing this. 

 !$trust  "$believe  #$A & B 

3. He said, “You may find this hard to (                  ) Mary, but I love you.” 

 !$trust  " believe  #$A & B 

4. I want you to (               ) me. 

 !$trust  "$believe  #$A & B 

5. Don’t you (                 ) me? 

 !$trust  "$believe  #$A & B 

6. I (             ) him with my life. 

 !$trust  "$believe  #$A & B 

 

Third word pair: HIGH – EXPENSIVE 

1. It is amazingly (                ). 

 !$high  "$expensive  #$A & B 

2. She was wearing a blue school uniform from (                   ) private school. 

 !$a high "$an expensive #$A & B 

3. Sussex is a university with (              ) status in terms of science. 

 !$a high "$an expensive #$A & B 

4. We didn’t visit my father often because the bus ride was long and (               ). 

 !$high  "$expensive  #$A & B 

5. The tuition at my son’s school is outrageously (                  ). 

 !$high  "$expensive  #$A & B 

6. The wall was too (                 ) to climb. 

 !$high  "$expensive  #$A & B 

 

Fourth word pair: TEACH – TELL 

1. Can you (             ) me how to get to the train station from here? 

 !$teach  "$tell   #$A & B 

2. Aunt Emily said you should (                ) me how to play chess. 

 !$teach  "$tell   #$A & B 

3. The first thing you should (             ) your Labrador puppy is to be clean in the house. 

 !$teach  "$tell   #$A & B 

4. I can (               ) many things about the war. 

 !$teach  "$tell   #$A & B 

5. I was looking around for the time and the man standing next to me kindly (         ) me what time it was. 

 !$taught  "$told   #$A & B 

6. Can you (            ) us more about the conflict? 

 !$teach  "$tell   #$A & B 
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APPENDIX F 

STUDENT FORM 2 

 

Your student ID number / 学生番号             Your name / 氏名 ________________________ 
       

 
INSTRUCTIONS:  In this questionnaire, there are 6 questions each about four different word pairs. The 

total number of questions is 24. For each question, decide if only one of the words given can be used to 

complete the sentence or if both words can be used to complete the sentence. If only word A can be used to 

complete the sentence, choose answer choice A. If only word B can be used to complete the sentence, 

choose answer choice B. If both words A and B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer 

choice C. Color in the circle in front of your answer choice. Below are three examples. 

 

指示 

下記の文章に当てはまる適切な語をA～Cの中から選びなさい。もし、Aが適切だと思う場合、A

を選びなさい。もし、Bが適切だと思う場合、Bを選びなさい。そして、もし、AとBの両方がそ

の文に当てはまると思う場合、Cを選びなさい。"を塗りつぶしなさい。下の3文は例である。 

 

WORD PAIR: EAT – DRINK 

Example 1. We (        ) too much beer last night.  

  !$ate  $$ "$drank $$ #$A & B 

Example 2. Do you want to (            ) any more chicken?  

  !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B 

Example 3: Shall we order something to (                )? 

$ !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B$
 

 

This is the beginning of the questionnaire. 
 

First Word pair: NOTICE – REALIZE 

 

1. She was too busy to (            ) that she had made a mistake.  

 !$ notice  "$ realize  #$ A & B 

2. He did not (            ) the fast moving car until it was too late.  

 !$ notice  "   realize  #$ A & B 

3. Do you (             ) that you missed a chance of meeting King Sebastian? 

 !$   notice  "$   realize  #$$ A & B 

4. Didn't you (          ) that she was at home? 
 !  notice  "$   realize  #    A & B 

5. Do you think he will (             ) the difference between the two shirts? 

 !$$ notice  "$$ realize  #$$ A & B 

6. You must (            ) that we cannot provide free education for everyone. 

 !$$ notice  "$$ realize  #$ A & B 

 

Turn over - continues on the other side         "  
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Second Word pair: LAUGH - SMILE 

 

1. They both held their sides and (         ) until tears ran down their cheeks. 

 !$ laughed "$ smiled  #$ A & B 

2. Karen tried to (            ). 

 !$ laugh  " smile  #$ A & B 

3. It only made them (             ) more. 

 !$ laugh  "$ smile  # A & B 

4. Sometimes we (             ) to hide nervousness and to help us relax. 

 !$ laugh  "$ smile  #$ A & B 

5. He stood up when she came in and (             ) at her to welcome her. 
 !$ laughed "  smiled  #$ A & B 

6. She (             ) at her broadly and shook her hand. 

 !  laughed "$$ smiled  #  A & B 

 

Third Word pair: OPPORTUNITY – CHANCE 

 

1. If you ever get the (            ), take a fitness test and have your fat level measured. 

 !$ opportunity  " chance  #$ A & B 

2. Maybe she was just waiting for (            ) to go abroad and wanted to be ready.  

 ! an opportunity  "$$ a chance #$ A & B 

3. As businessmen, they looked at the city mainly as a business (                ). 
 ! opportunity$ $ "  chance  #  A & B 

4. You should take an advantage of that investment (                     ). 

 !  opportunity  "$$ chance  #$$ A & B 

5. My boss agreed to give me another (         ) although I made such a huge mistake. 

 !  opportunity  "  chance  #$$ A & B 

6. Is it possible to have a second (             ) of happiness? 

 !  opportunity  "$$ chance  #$$ A & B 

 

Fourth Word Pair: INJURE – HURT 

 

1. I (             ) my foot at the soccer game. 

 !$ injured  " hurt  #$ A & B 

2. The floor must be soft so that babies won’t (            ) themselves. 

 ! injure  "$$ hurt  #$$ A & B 

3. It is likely that you will (         ) joints or muscles if you don’t follow the instructions. 

 !$$ injure  "$$ hurt  #  A & B 

4. The chain itself must fit properly, because otherwise it may (        ) the dog's throat. 

 !  injure  "  hurt  #$$ A & B 

5. I don’t want to (             ) your feelings. 

 !$$ injure  "  hurt  #  A & B 

6. She seemed a little (             ) suddenly. 

 ! injured  "$ hurt  #$$ A & B 
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APPENDIX G 

STUDENT FORM 3 
 

Your student ID number / 学生番号             Your name / 氏名 ________________________ 
       

 
INSTRUCTIONS: In this questionnaire, there are 6 questions each about four different word pairs. The total 

number of questions is 24. For each question, decide if only one of the words given can be used to complete the 

sentence or if both words can be used to complete the sentence. If only word A can be used to complete the 

sentence, choose answer choice A. If only word B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice 

B. If both words A and B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice C. Color in the circle in 

front of your answer choice. Below are three examples. 

 

指示 

下記の文章に当てはまる適切な語をA～Cの中から選びなさい。もし、Aが適切だと思う場合、Aを選

びなさい。もし、Bが適切だと思う場合、Bを選びなさい。そして、もし、AとBの両方がその文に当

てはまると思う場合、Cを選びなさい。"を塗りつぶしなさい。下の3文は例である。 

 

WORD PAIR: EAT – DRINK 

Example 1. We (        ) too much beer last night.  

  !$ate  $$ "$drank $$ #$A & B 

Example 2. Do you want to (            ) any more chicken?  

  !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B 

Example 3: Shall we order something to (                )? 

 !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B$$
 

 

This is the beginning of the questionnaire.  
 

First Word Pair: RUIN – DAMAGE  

 

1. Can the new trend of step aerobics actually (           ) your health? 

 ! ruin  " damage  #$ A & B 

2. That law suit really (             ) the company’s reputation. 

 !$ ruined  "$ damaged  #$ A & B 

3. Drugs (             ) your body. 

 ! ruin  "$ damage  # A & B 

4. I really don’t want to (           ) the nice atmosphere. 

 !$ ruin  "$ damage  #$ A & B 

5. She (           ) her new shoes in the rain yesterday. 

 !$ ruined  "$ damaged  #$ A & B 

6. If the police handle things badly, it could (          ) my client’s reputation. 

 !$ ruin  "$ damage  #$ A & B 

 

Turn over - continues on the other side         "  
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Second Word pair: FORGET – LEAVE 

 

1. I’m just afraid they might (             ). 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

2. There are many troubles to (            ) behind. 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

3. We seem to (            ) just how expensive these little things are. 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

4. I will never (            ) the World Cup quarter-final in Paris last year. 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

5. If I (          ) the door open I will be able to hear him if he cries. 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

6. Did you (         ) your bag at the restaurant? 

 !$ forget  "$ leave  #$ A & B 

 

Third Word pair: WORK – JOB 

 

1. It is the teacher’s (            ) to provide useful learning activities for the students. 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

2. What are the most enjoyable aspects of your (             )? 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

3. John has started bringing his (          ) home. 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

4. Anne enjoyed her (             ) in the factory. 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

5. I couldn't just throw away all the (              ) I'd already done. 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

6. Because the (       ) is only part-time Sally can do it while the children are at school. 

 !$ work  "$ job  #$ A & B 

 

Fourth Word pair: FOOT – LEG 

 

1. The toes of the kicking (            ) should be curled outwards to avoid injury. 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B 

2. His (           ) slipped on the wet grass and he fell. 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B 

3. In the winter he broke a (          ) while attending the World Ski Championships. 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B 

4. As soon as my (            ) is better I will get back to things as before. 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B 

5. She was laughing at something that Julian had said and her hand was resting 

on his (           ). 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B 

6. I watched the dog lifting his (         ) again and wondered if my idea was sensible. 

 !$ foot  "$ leg  #$ A & B
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APPENDIX H 

STUDENT FORM 4 
 

Your student ID number / 学生番号             Your name / 氏名 ________________________ 
       

 
INSTRUCTIONS: In this questionnaire, there are 6 questions each about four different word pairs. The total 

number of questions is 24. For each question, decide if only one of the words given can be used to complete the 

sentence or if both words can be used to complete the sentence. If only word A can be used to complete the 

sentence, choose answer choice A. If only word B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice 

B. If both words A and B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice C. Color in the circle in 

front of your answer choice. Below are three examples. 

 

指示 

下記の文章に当てはまる適切な語をA～Cの中から選びなさい。もし、Aが適切だと思う場合、Aを選

びなさい。もし、Bが適切だと思う場合、Bを選びなさい。そして、もし、AとBの両方がその文に当

てはまると思う場合、Cを選びなさい。"を塗りつぶしなさい。下の3文は例である。 

 

WORD PAIR: EAT – DRINK 

Example 1. We (        ) too much beer last night.  

  !$ate  $$ "$drank $$ #$A & B 

Example 2. Do you want to (            ) any more chicken?  

  !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B 

Example 3: Shall we order something to (                )? 

 !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B$$
 

 

This is the beginning of the questionnaire. 
 

First Word Pair: PRACTICE - EXERCISE 

 

1. It is true that when studying languages, (                       ) makes perfect. 

 ! practice " exercise  #$ A & B 

2. Are you sure you are getting enough (                      )? 

 !$ practice "$ exercise  #$ A & B 

3. I have soccer (                     ) every night this week. 

 ! practice "$ exercise  # A & B 

4. The listening (                ) in the test was so easy for me. 

 !$ practice "$ exercise  #$ A & B 

5. Given the benefits of (                ), why do so many students try to avoid it? 

 !$ practice "$ exercise  #$ A & B 

6. The math (                     ) in the book was too difficult for the class. 

 !$ practice "$ exercise  #$ A & B 

 

Turn over - continues on the other side         "  
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Second Word pair: SEE - WATCH 

 

1. Did you (            ) the news on TV last night? 

 !$ see  "$ watch  #$ A & B 

2. Can you (               ) the baby while I go to the supermarket? 

 !$ see  "$ watch  #$ A & B 

3. By 1969 people were able to (               ) on colour TV as the first human set foot on the moon. 

 !$ see  "$ watch  #$ A & B 

4. On a clear day you can (              ) the castle from our O’Connell Street. 

 !$ see  "$ watch  #$ A & B 

5. He knows where it is even though he cannot currently (               ) it. 

 !$ see  "$ watch  #$ A & B 

6. She (                  ) the movie on video. 

 !$ saw  "$ watched #$ A & B 

 

Third Word pair: LEARN - KNOW 

 

1. Don’t you (                 ) your own phone number? 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

2. Who should decide what young people (                ) at school? 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

3. We (                ) something new every day. 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

4. I want to (               ) more about your company. 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

5. I (               ) where his friends live. 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

6. You are not supposed to (             ) long words like that until you are at least eight or nine years old. 

 !$ learn  "$ know  #$ A & B 

 

Fourth Word pair: DESCRIBE - EXPLAIN 

1. How can I (                ) my question in my poor English? 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 

2. How would you (                    ) your looks to other people? 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 

3. It’s hard to (                 ) what happened. 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 

4. The doctor asked him to (                   ) one happy childhood memory to him. 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 

5. It’s not easy to (                ) how I feel. 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 

6. Some examples will help to (                 ) what I mean. 

 !$ describe "$ explain  #$ A & B 
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APPENDIX I 

STUDENT FORM 5 
 

Your student ID number / 学生番号             Your name / 氏名 ________________________ 
       

 
INSTRUCTIONS:  In this questionnaire, there are 6 questions each about four different word pairs. The total 

number of questions is 24. For each question, decide if only one of the words given can be used to complete the 

sentence or if both words can be used to complete the sentence. If only word A can be used to complete the 

sentence, choose answer choice A. If only word B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice 

B. If both words A and B can be used to complete the sentence, choose answer choice C. Color in the circle in 

front of your answer choice. Below are three examples. 

 

指示 

下記の文章に当てはまる適切な語をA～Cの中から選びなさい。もし、Aが適切だと思う場合、Aを選

びなさい。もし、Bが適切だと思う場合、Bを選びなさい。そして、もし、AとBの両方がその文に当

てはまると思う場合、Cを選びなさい。"を塗りつぶしなさい。下の3文は例である。 

 

WORD PAIR: EAT – DRINK 

Example 1. We (        ) too much beer last night.  

  !$ate  $$ "$drank $$ #$A & B 

Example 2. Do you want to (            ) any more chicken?  

  !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B 

Example 3: Shall we order something to (                )? 

 !$eat  "$drink  #$A & B$$
 

 

This is the beginning of the questionnaire. 
 

First Word Pair: SEE - MEET 

 

1. Did Harvey tell you to (                 ) me? 

 ! see  " meet  #$ A & B 

2. You might be lucky enough to (                 ) a celebrity at the event. 

 !$ see  "$ meet  #$ A & B 

3. “Please (                  ) our new neighbor,” she said brightly. 

 ! see  "$ meet  # A & B 

4. I (              ) a doctor yesterday because of my cold. 

 !$ saw  "$ met  #$ A & B 

5. Mr. Major leaves tonight for Washington, where he will be the first European leader to  

    (             ) the President. 

 !$ see  "$ meet  #$ A & B 

6. (                   ) you later. 

 !$ see  "$ meet  #$ A & B 

 

Turn over - continues on the other side         "  
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Second Word pair: LEARN - STUDY 

 

1. My mother thinks I should (                    ) English hard. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

2. Some students (                     ) more science than others. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

3. This book is useful when I (                    ) history. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

4. People believe that children (                 ) things much quicker than adults. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

5. We (                   ) Italian for four hours every day. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

6. You (                     ) something new every day, which makes life interesting. 

 !$ learn  "$ study  #$ A & B 

 

Third Word pair: HEAR – LISTEN TO 

 

1. Don’t ever let me (                  ) you say that again! 

 !$ hear  "$ listen to #$ A & B 

2. Did you watch television or (                  ) the radio newscasts? 

 !$ hear  "$ listen to #$ A & B 

3. I was shocked when I (                   ) the news about their marriage. 

 !$ heard  "$ listened to #$ A & B 

4. I’ve got some amazing new music I’d like you to (                       ). 

 !$ hear  "$ listen to #$ A & B 

5. I like to (                     ) pop music and rap. 

 !$ hear  "$ listen to #$ A & B 

6. My son never (                   ) me these days, but always does what he wants to do. 

 !$ hears  "$ listens to #$ A & B 

 

Fourth Word pair: HOLD - TAKE 

1.  My father (              ) the door for me as we were leaving. 

 !$ held  "$ took  #$ A & B 

2.  Can you (            ) this for a while? 

 !$ hold  "$ take  #$ A & B 

3.   I can’t (            ) the box much longer because it’s so heavy. 

 !$ hold  "$ take  #$ A & B 

4.   Do you want to (               ) this book to school tomorrow? 

 !$ hold  "$ take  #$ A & B 

5.   “Can I (           ) your coat,” the waiter asked as we entered the restaurant. 

 !$ hold  "$ take  #$ A & B 

6.  Do you mind (           ) my umbrella while I use the bathroom? 

 !$ holding "$ taking  #$ A & B


